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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In April 2008, the City of Fort Pierre, South Dakota contracted with USD’s Government Research
Bureau to conduct a community assessment survey.
•

After a development period that involved city officials and the Government Research
Bureau team, the survey was sent to 927 households in Fort Pierre.

•

Of those surveys, 406 were returned. The response rate was 44%, providing a margin of
error of +/‐ 3.65%.

•

In general, survey respondents were representative of the Flandreau community. Of note,
however, is that younger respondents were less likely to return the surveys—using the
Census as a baseline—than upper‐middle age and elderly respondents.

This executive summary details the major findings from the survey and is separated into two major
classes of findings: general trends and observations and policy‐specific recommendations.

General Trends Summary
The survey asked respondents to provide answers to 109 questions, of which many were focused
on respondents’ general observations about living in Fort Pierre, or encouraged input pertaining to
specific policy options facing Fort Pierre. The following represent the major findings from these
questions:
The Community
Broadly speaking, the residents of Fort Pierre like their community and enjoy the “small town feel” of
their city. Citizens responded positively about a number of attractions and noted some draws of Fort
Pierre:
•

Most citizens feel safe in Fort Pierre and feel that law enforcement and fire protection services
are adequate. We noted very few comments throughout the survey responses taking issue with
law enforcement personnel; respondents made it clear that the sense of security they have
living in Fort Pierre makes it an ideal community.

•

Most citizens were satisfied with the cost of housing. The majority of respondents identified
affordable housing as an aspect of Fort Pierre that makes it so attractive. Equally important,
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many residents identified increased housing costs as a likely reason to drive them away from
Fort Pierre.
•

Citizens were generally pleased with the employment opportunities in the region. However,
most respondents indicated that better employment opportunities elsewhere, or a lack of
opportunities within the region, would be the primary reason for leaving Fort Pierre. As such, it
seems that economic development is an important cornerstone to continued success.

•

Residents generally viewed the prospects of Fort Pierre’s future positively. A majority of
respondents indicated they were optimistic about Fort Pierre’s future, encouraging continued
development efforts and endeavors to better the community.

Municipal Pool Concerns
How to address the aging outdoor pool in Fort Pierre took center stage in the survey instrument.
Citizen responses were varied and there were a great deal of additional comments to weigh in on the
issue. The following information could be derived from the responses and comments:
•

Most residents (super majority levels) feel strongly that having a pool is an important part of
their community. Moreover, citizens were generally quite emphatic that it was a duty of the city
to provide a pool.

•

Respondents feel that the current pool should remain open and be maintained as long as it is
reasonably safe and fiscally responsible to do so. Citizen comments often focused on keeping
the pool open as long as possible, even if a joint venture with Pierre were to be undertaken at
some point.

•

Citizens were generally in favor of taking measures to extend the longevity of the pool beyond
7 years. A majority of respondents agreed that taking extra measures to maintain the pool
would be worthwhile to them.

•

The prospect of a joint pool endeavor with Pierre was contentious and ultimately
inconclusive. The responses of those for and against a joint venture with Pierre to construct an
outdoor pool were too close to draw a definitive conclusion. Respondent comments reinforce
the contentiousness of the issue. While a majority of respondents indicated they would prefer a
pool to remain in the city limits of Fort Pierre, there was some support for a central location. A
majority of Pierre residents indicated support for a joint venture. There was general consensus
between the two surveys that, should a joint venture be undertaken, locating the
pool/waterpark in the Steamboat Park in Pierre would be most acceptable

Collaborative Governance
With increasing pressure on governmental agencies to do more with less, collaborative efforts with
other municipalities and agencies looks more appealing. It seems that the residents of Fort Pierre
recognize the growing benefits of—and need for—collaboration. When asked what programs and
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services would most likely benefit from collaborative efforts with Pierre and Stanley County, the top
three responses were the same:
•

Sharing efforts to increase economic development of the region.

•

Joining forces to eliminate mosquito populations.

•

Combining ambulance services.

Policy Recommendations Summary
The survey asked respondents to provide policy guidance and they did so. The list below reflects where
residents supported ideas or where they offered perspectives about the best solution for identified
problems/concerns in the City of Fort Pierre:
•

The city should explore the possibility of creating cash incentives for citizen installation of energy
efficient fixtures and load management systems. Citizens were more likely to install energy
efficient electrical fixtures and other items than load management systems without any financial
support, suggesting the city should focus more on load management systems if it would help with
energy costs.

•

Fort Pierre may want to explore more options for improving water quality. Respondents were
generally satisfied with the rates and quality of service for water provision, though fewer were
satisfied with the quality of the water itself. Neither option presented to those surveyed (of
purchasing water from a rural water provider or building a new water treatment plant) yielded
encouraging results, indicating other options should be explored.

•

The city should consider spending funds to make city council meetings more accessible. A large
majority of residents indicated they would be more likely to view city council meetings if they were
broadcast on cable television or posted on the city website.

•

The city should exercise caution in programs designed to provide assistance for affordable housing
growth. A majority of residents are generally satisfied with the quality, value, and affordability of
their homes and were generally not receptive to new housing development assistance programs.

•

The city should consider adopting an occupancy tax. A majority of respondents favored the
proffered tax, especially if Pierre already does so.

•

The Fort Pierre Development Corporation should focus its efforts on attracting new businesses
and revitalizing the downtown area. A majority of residents felt strongly that the FPDC should
expend efforts to attract new businesses, perhaps by collaborating with Pierre. It was also clear that
respondents want to see the downtown area revitalized.

•

The city may wish to cautiously explore the possibility of a promotional campaign for Fort Pierre.
Citizens were generally open to the idea of a Fort Pierre promotional campaign as long as it did not
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involve raising taxes. Therefore low‐cost efforts should be explored as well as joint ventures to help
share the burden and maximize the return on investment, should any efforts be taken.
•

The city should consider exploring ways to increase recycling, especially through local waste
haulers. Residents responded very positively to the prospect of recycling. It seems that most would
be interested in recycling if their private waste hauler had the option to do so.

•

The city should continue its beautification efforts—especially the annual clean‐up week program.
Residents responded positively to questions of improving their community and a strong majority
wish to see a continuance of the clean‐up week program.

•

The city may not need to concern itself with the Rawlins Municipal Library. Citizens were generally
satisfied with the size and quality of resources at the library, but generally do not use the library
often. This may be due to user fees.

•

Should the city wish to expand its park and recreational opportunities, it should focus on
increasing opportunities for young adults. Given the general satisfaction however, expansion may
warrant less attention at present.

•

Education and advertising efforts may help increase public transportation use in Fort Pierre. It
appears that many residents are unaware of the River Cities Transit System. Some comments
indicate that the system may benefit from the creation (and posting) of regular routes and time
tables for stops.

•

The city should focus on street repair and cleanliness. Many comments were made about devoting
serious funds to repairing streets rather than focusing on various new projects.

•

The city should examine its ordinance enforcement policies. Several qualitative comments were
made asking for new ordinances regulating the use of fireworks, or for more equal and uniform
enforcement of ordinances.

4

SECTION I: SURVEY PLANNING
The survey instrument was constructed by the USD Government Research Bureau team led by Dr.
William Anderson and Aimee House Ladonski. The initial and final survey drafts were crafted following a
series of two meetings with City of Fort Pierre officials. These meetings were augmented by online
communication, commentary and phone conversations.
The final survey version included 109 open‐ and closed‐ended questions. The questions were balanced
among areas such as local economic development, transportation options, satisfaction, accessibility and
opinions about government service, relationships between the City of Fort Pierre, Pierre, Hughes County
and Stanley County, thoughts about health care service in Fort Pierre and the future of outdoor pools in
Fort Pierre. The final survey version, all related materials, and the approach to conducting this study all
were approved by the University of South Dakota’s Institutional Review Board. That board insures the
safety of human subjects participating in USD‐related research and contract work.
Survey Materials and Procedures
Survey packages were sent to 927 households between 25 and 27 June 2008 and all within the Fort
Pierre City limits. The list of households was provided by the City of Fort Pierre and was a full list of the
city’s municipal utility customers. The Government Research Bureau at the University of South Dakota
has used similar approaches to conducting past surveys.
The survey package included three principal items—a cover letter, paper survey copy, and raffle ticket—
all of which are provided in this report as Appendix A. The cover letter explained the purpose of the
study, provided directions to the respondent, and offered points of contact for the study’s principal
investigators at the University of South Dakota. The cover letter also included unique user identification
and password codes to permit interested respondents to complete the survey online rather than
completing the paper form included in the survey package.
The survey itself was deployed in two forms. The first—included in the survey package provided to
potential respondents—was a paper copy survey; the second was an online version of the survey. To
insure that Fort Pierre citizens were unable to duplicate responses, each paper copy survey included a
unique user identification number that also doubled as the respondent’s password for completing the
online survey. Returned paper copy surveys were compared against online survey returns to further
insure that respondents were unable to answer the survey twice.
The survey package also included a raffle ticket. Respondents were informed that returning the survey—
completed or not—with a completed raffle ticket would enter them in a drawing for one of (5) five $50
Pierre Chamber gift certificates. The certificates can be spent as cash at any Fort Pierre or Pierre
business. Similar techniques improve response rates in marketing, survey, and experimental research.
Respondents were told that the raffle winners would be announced during the final presentation of the
survey results.
Reminder cards were sent to all 927 households that were originally sampled during the initial survey
deployment. The cards—copies of which are provided in Appendix A—provided respondents with a
gentle reminder about the survey.
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How Many and Who Responded?
The Fort Pierre Community Survey received 406 responses. The response rate for the survey was
approximately 44%, results well above typical paper copy survey response rates, which often hover at
between 10 and 20%. The margin of error for the survey is +/‐ 3.65%.
The survey culled responses from a broad and we believe representative sample of citizens from the
Fort Pierre city area. Our general finding is that Native and younger respondents are underrepresented
in the survey and elderly respondents are somewhat overrepresented. When such disparities arise, two
options are available. The first option is to leave the data as it is and report it with appropriate cautions
and caveats. The second option is to re‐weight the data so that underrepresented groups are “up‐
weighted” and overrepresented groups are “down‐weighted.”
The latter strategy has one substantial risk, however: underrepresented, small groups of respondents
can be given disproportionate weight in the final survey analyses. Because of that risk, we preferred to
leave the data unweighted and reported exactly what each respondent told us.
The following sections offer details about the survey’s respondents. Most importantly, it provides
guidance about how the survey’s respondent profile compares to the 2000 US Census figures for the City
of Fort Pierre.
Overall Demographic Profiles
Table 1 below and continued on the next page offers some details for the response rates of the Fort
Pierre Community Survey by demographic characteristic.
Table 1‐ Fort Pierre Community Survey Demographics
Fort Pierre Survey
Count

Census
2000

%

%

Gender
Male

191

49

50

Female

201

51

50

Count

%

%

18‐24

6

1

5.8

25‐34

28

8

12

35‐44

60

17

16.3

45‐54

77

22

15

Age Cohort (years)

6

Fort Pierre

Table 1 (continued)
Age Cohort (years)

Census
2000

Count

%

%

55‐64

85

24

10.4

65+

99

28

11.3

377

97

92.2

Native American

13

3

5.2

African American

0

0

0.2

Other

0

0

0.5

Single, Never Married

31

8

24

Single, Divorced

56

14

12.4

Single, Co‐habitating

23

6

‐‐

243

62

56.5

38

10

6.5

2

0

‐‐

276

71

80.7

6

1

1.1

Out of Labor Force
(retired or disabled)

97

25

18.2

Other

13

3

‐‐

Race
White

Marital Status

Married
Widowed
Other
Employment Status
Employed
(Full‐ or Part‐Time)
Unemployed

The only significant anomalies included higher than average numbers of married and upper‐middle‐aged
/ elderly respondents and lower proportions of single and younger respondents. The survey results and
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any public policy decisions based on them should consider these anomalies and caveat appropriately.
The demographics included in Table 1 otherwise suggest that the survey was broadly representative of
the Fort Pierre city area.
One caveat important to note pertains to the oversampling of upper‐middle age and elderly
respondents. The oversampling of elderly respondents corresponds with the overrepresentation of
those outside the labor force—no doubt due to retirement. Broadly speaking, the elderly tend to be
more fiscally conservative out of necessity, as many will be on fixed and limited incomes, making new
programs that raise taxes less appealing. Such oversampling may impact survey responses; the most
likely impact is to drive down support for programs that will put increased tax burdens on households. If
an issue is especially contentious, we would be happy to plumb the data further to reveal how much
bias is caused by oversampling of these age cohorts.
Additional Demographic Information
Besides asking respondents for information about above items, the survey also requested data about
Fort Pierre residents’ housing status and residency, city of employment, and pre‐tax household income.
Figures 1‐4 below highlight Fort Pierre residents’ responses to these questions.
Figures 1 through 4: Additional Demographic Information

Fig. 1: Respondent housing
arrangement
4%

N=396

13%

Own a single family
home

3%

Fig. 2: Place of work
200

181

150
100

Own a condo

57

50

9

2

2

1

1

1

7

0

Rent an apartment or
home
Other

80%

Fig. 3: Location of residence
N=394
2%2%
0%
1%

Inside City Limits
Outside City Limits
Outside city limits, but
receive city services

Fig. 4: Pre‐tax household income
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Inside city limits, but do
not receive city services
Other

95%

8

47
33

41

48

44
22

11

46

42
25
10

The figures indicate that a majority of the survey’s respondents own homes (80%), work in privately in
Fort Pierre (69%), and are predominately located within the city limits (95%). Pre‐tax income for
households tends to follow a standard distribution curve with some slight deviation—fewer residents
reported making between $60 and $70,000 than expected, and those who reported incomes above
$100,000 was also relatively high in comparison. The latter event may be explained by the catch‐all
nature of the final bracket of the instrument we would expect to see a more standard distribution if we
continued using ten thousand dollar increments. Another phenomena which may drive up household
income is the trend for above average dual income families in South Dakota—this would also help to
explain the moderately larger than expected return of $70‐$80,000 income households.
Survey Deployment and Response Summary
The collaboratively‐developed Fort Pierre Community Survey had a 44% response rate, which
corresponds to 406 unique responses. We assess that the survey responses —apart from deviations in
the age and marital status questions—were broadly representative of the City of Fort Pierre. Data from
the 2000 US Census confirms this to be the case.
We are confident, after understanding where the data may under‐ or over‐represent particular groups
in Fort Pierre, that the City of Fort Pierre can view our analysis as a valid and reliable data source. As
such, the city can be comfortable using this data as the foundation for making evidence‐based decisions
on matters relating to the questions in this survey.

SECTION II: SURVEY RESULTS

The following section details our detailed findings from the 109‐item survey. Additional data is available
by request that analyzes the survey data by gender, age cohort, income, and other demographic
variables that might be of interest to the city.
The results of the survey have been collated into topical sections. The analysis of these sections follows
the presumed importance each poses for the City of Fort Pierre. Given the number of results, a detailed
analysis of each question would in all likelihood prove tedious to read. As such, the important trends for
each section will be distilled from the combined questions. Every response—should readers wish to
know the results of a particular question—has been graphed and included by topic in Appendix B.
Additionally, the survey instrument is included in Appendix A of this report should readers wish to know
where any particular question was placed within the survey, or to ascertain the context of the question
in relation to its surrounding.

Concerns for a municipal pool
Citizens were asked to provide feedback on multiple questions concerning the municipal swimming
pool. Figure 5 indicates that a super majority of residents (78%) felt that an outdoor pool / waterpark
was important to the community. Support for a regular outdoor pool was even stronger, with 88
percent agreeing that a pool was important. In both questions the percentage of respondents who
disagreed was quite low (8 percent and 4 percent, respectively).
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Outdoor pool/waterpark is important the
community
N=401
6%

2% 3%

Strongly Agree

26%

Agree

11%

Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure
52%

Figure 5: Importance of an outdoor pool and waterpark to the community

Residents were also asked about their preference for maintaining the Fort Pierre swimming pool.
Figures 6 and 7 suggest strongly that most respondents would prefer to keep Fort Pierre’s pool in
operation as long as it is safe (90%) and financially reasonable (84%) to do so. Very few respondents
disagreed.

Keep the pool open as long as it is safe to operate
2%

1%

N=401
2%

5%
28%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

62%

Don't Know/Unsure

Figure 6: Support for safely maintaining the pool as long as possible
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Keep current pool open as long as it is financially
reasonable
N=393
10%

4%

2%
Strongly Agree

26%

Agree
Neither
Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

58%

Figure 7: Support for maintaining the pool as long as is financially sound

Citizens were then given several specific options for dealing with Fort Pierre’s pool once significant
maintenance was required. Figure 8 indicates that that a majority (57%) of respondents felt Fort Pierre
should perform major repairs to extend the life of the pool beyond seven years. While few (12%)
disagreed with the prospect, a considerable portion (31%) was either ambivalent or unsure. While the
data suggest citizens would be content to extend the life of the pool, the size of the undecided group
indicates that many are open to other options.

Current pool's lifespan should be expanded past
seven years
N=398
10%
4%

21%

Strongly Agree

8%

Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

21%

Don't Know/Unsure

36%

Figure 8: Support for extending the pool’s lifespan
Another option posed in the survey was to combine efforts with Pierre to create a larger pool /
waterpark. Figure 9 reveals that almost half of respondents (49%) approved of a joint venture
between the two cities. Approximately a third of respondents disagreed with the idea (32%). The rest
(19%) were either unsure or had no opinion. When asked more specifically if Pierre and Fort Pierre
should cooperate to create a centrally located pool, the results were less favorable for the venture.
Figure 10 indicates that by this point in the survey fewer respondents (36%) favored a joint venture.
The percentage of those who viewed the option unfavorably increased (to 40%). Those who were
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ambivalent or undecided also rose marginally (24%). It is possible, given the spacing in the survey, that
respondents began to view the prospect of a joint venture less favorably in comparison to the other
options presented.

Approve of an outdoor pool joint venture

Fort Pierre and Pierre should build one
centrally located pool

N=397

N=396
5%

17%

8%

Strongly Agree

15%

12%
Strongly Agree

Agree

Agree

20%

Neither

24%

Disagree

Disagree
17%

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Disagree

32%

Neither

Don't Know/Unsure

20%

Don't Know/Unsure

16%

14%

Figure 10: Support for centrally‐located pool

Figure 9: Support for Pierre / Fort Pierre joint pool

To help clarify the issue, citizens were also asked whether it was important to keep a pool located in Fort
Pierre. Figure 11 points out that about three‐fourths of respondents (76%) felt Fort Pierre needs to
keep an outdoor pool located within the city. There was minimal dissent (8%) and relatively low
ambivalence (16%). When considering these options in total, it would seem that while respondents were
open to the prospect of a joint venture with Pierre, they would prefer the pool to be located in Fort
Pierre.

Fort Pierre needs a pool in Fort Pierre
N=402
3% 4%
5%
12%

Strongly Agree
Agree

38%

Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure
38%

Figure 11: Desire for a pool to remain in Fort Pierre
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Additionally, Figure 12 indicates that relatively few (22%) citizens felt that Fort Pierre and Pierre
residents did not need two outdoor pools in the region. A little over half (54%) disagreed with the
statement, indicating that Fort Pierre residents would prefer two pools in the area.

Fort Pierre and Pierre do not need two outdoor
pools
7%

N=398

8%

Strongly Agree

14%

Agree

25%

Neither
Disagree
17%

Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

29%

Figure 12: Perceived need for two outdoor pools in the region

Much later in the survey, citizens were again asked about the issue of municipal swimming pools. Figure
13 reveals that, when given several specific options, about a third of respondents (35%) supported a
joint venture with Pierre to create a $4‐6 million pool / waterpark. A similar number (32%) thought
that replacing existing pools would be a better option for the cities, with Fort Pierre spending
somewhere between $1.5 and $2.5 million. This option implied that no new features would be added to
the pool. Finally about 20 percent of respondents felt that the pools should be operated as they are until
it was no longer feasible to remain operational.

Options for pool operation
N=380
13%

20%

Continue to operate pools
until closed
Replace exisiting pools with
no features
Build joint outdoor pool

35%
32%

Other

Figure 13: Support for possible pool policies
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Citizens were then asked, should a new pool / waterpark facility be constructed, where they would
prefer to have it located. Respondents were asked to list their top three choices. Figure 14 shows the
top three locations to be the existing pool site in Fort Pierre (133 responses) followed closely by
Steamboat Park in Pierre (113 responses) and the Schimkat property in Fort Pierre (108 responses).
Again, with two of the three top choices located within Fort Pierre, it seems that residents would prefer
to have an outdoor pool remain within the city limits.

Potential location of outdoor pool/waterpark
140
120
100
80
60

133
113

108

96
71

60

50

40

42

37
24

20

17
4

4

3

0

Figure 14: Preferred location of an outdoor pool
Finally, residents were asked to provide input to the sources of funding for a municipal pool. The survey
posed two questions to help guide funding decisions. First, citizens were asked if outdoor pools should
be self‐sufficient. Figure 15 suggests a plurality of respondents (39%) feel pools should cover their
operating expenses (the assumption being through user fees). Interestingly almost a third of
respondents (32%) were either unsure or held no opinion about the issue.
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Pools should be self‐supporting
N=400
4% 6%

7%

Strongly Agree
32%

Agree

25%

Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

26%

Figure 15: Belief that user fees should cover pool operation expenses
The second question asked whether or not city tax dollars should be used to support outdoor pools.
Figure 16 indicates that a slightly larger plurality of respondents (45%) agreed, with a smaller group
dissenting (20%). Again, a considerable number (35%) held no opinion or were undecided). It should be
noted that the two questions posed in the survey may not be mutually exclusive; respondents may
desire that the pools operate primarily through user fees, but have shortages covered by city taxes.

Tax dollars should pay for pool operations
N=400

6%

7%

9%

Strongly Agree
Agree

36%
14%

Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

28%

Figure 16: Belief that city taxes should support pool operations

Utility services
Residents of Fort Pierre were asked multiple questions to assess their satisfaction with the city’s water
and electric utilities. Looking first to water provision, we note a generally high rate of satisfaction with
the city rates (64% satisfaction) and quality of service provision (69% satisfaction). In both instances, the
number of respondents who were dissatisfied is relatively low (both cases are healthily below 20%).
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Citizens were asked a series of questions about the quality of Fort Pierre’s water and provided various
options for improvement. Figure 17 suggests that respondents are generally split when it comes to
water quality (45% indicated they were satisfied with the quality of water, while 39% expressed
dissatisfaction). When asked a similar question later in the survey, respondents generally reinforced
the previous results. Figure 18 shows a plurality of respondents (48%) expressing satisfaction with the
quality of drinking water provided by the Fort Pierre Water Department, whereas a slightly smaller
portion (36%) expressing dissatisfaction.

Satisfied with drinking water quality
2%
17%

N=397
12%
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither
33%

22%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

14%

Figure 17: General satisfaction with drinking water quality

Satisfied with Fort Pierre drinking water quality
N=397

14%

2%

11%
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither

22%

37%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

14%

Figure 18: Satisfaction with quality of water provided by Fort Pierre Water Department
Residents were presented with two options for improving water quality—purchasing water from a local
rural water system and constructing a new water treatment plant. Figure 19 suggests that respondents
generally did not favor purchasing water from a local rural water system, as only 25 percent
supported the option, while a plurality (43%) disagreed with the prospect. A significant portion (32%)
were unsure or held no opinion, suggesting that further education on the benefits and costs of such an
option might prove useful.
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City should purchase water from local rural water
system
N=395
9%

9%
Strongly Agree
16%

19%

Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

23%

Don't Know/Unsure

24%

Figure 19: Support for purchasing water from a rural water system
The second option of constructing a new water treatment plant was generally better received. Figure 20
shows a plurality (40%) supporting construction, with slightly fewer dissenting (35%). Again, a
relatively large portion of respondents (25%) were unsure or held no opinion. When citizens were asked
if they would support construction of a treatment center if it would result in higher rates, support
declined somewhat. Figure 21 illustrates that dissenters grew to represent half of all respondents,
whereas supporters of construction decreased to 27 percent. These results, when combined with the
relatively close responses concerning water quality, do not tend to offer strong support for efforts to
improve Fort Pierre’s water quality.

Support new water plant construction

Support new water plant construction
with increase in taxes/rates

N=398

N=398
5%

7%

5%

4%

Strongly Agree

13%

Strongly Agree
20%

Agree
33%
22%

23%

Agree

Neither

Neither

Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Disagree
18%

Don't Know/Unsure

30%

20%

Figure 20: Support for new water treatment plant
construction

Don't Know/Unsure

Figure 21: Support for a new water treatment plant with
increased rates
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The survey also asked residents to contribute their opinions about electric services in Fort Pierre.
Satisfaction with the reliability of service is very strong (78% satisfaction), with a majority of
respondents (55%) satisfied with the electric rates.
In conjunction with the questions of satisfaction, residents were polled for their willingness to
implement changes in their energy consumption. Figure 22 indicates that a strong majority (60%) of
respondents expressed willingness to install energy efficient electrical fixtures, lighting, and other
equipment if the city were willing to provide cash incentives for doing so. As Figure 23 demonstrates,
willingness to participate in energy saving measures decreased (to 40%) when incentives were not
offered.

Consider installing energy efficient
electric fixtures with cash incentives

Consider installing energy efficient
electric fixtures without cash incentives

N=398

N=399

3% 4%

2% 6%
15%

14%

Strongly Agree
Agree

Agree

Neither

Neither
43%

Strongly Disagree
45%

Strongly Agree

15%

Disagree

19%

6%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

28%

Don’t Know/Unsure

Figure 22: People likely to install energy efficient materials
in their homes with subsidies

Don't Know/Unsure

Figure 23: People likely to install energy efficient materials
in their homes without subsidies

Additionally, residents were asked whether they would consider installing load management systems—
both with and without financial assistance. Figure 24 demonstrates a general willingness to participate
(40% responded positively) with City assistance. The number of willing participants drops considerably
(to 19%) when the prospect of City assistance is removed, as evinced by Figure 25. Both questions
reveal a considerable number of respondents who expressed ambivalence or uncertainty (33 to 38%).
Once again, this may be due to a lack of information provided in the survey instrument. Perhaps if
citizens were made aware of the general savings compared to the cost of installation, they would be
able to make a more informed decision.
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Figure 25: People likely to install load management
systems without subsidies

Figure 24: People likely to install load management
systems with subsidies

Questions concerning government collaboration
The survey instrument also sought to determine citizen support for collaborative efforts between Fort
Pierre and other governmental bodies. Specifically, residents of Fort Pierre were asked to identify
programs and services they felt would benefit from collaboration with Pierre or Stanley County.
Citizens were first asked whether they believed the long‐term viability of Fort Pierre might require the
consolidation of services with nearby communities or counties. Figure 26 illustrates that a plurality
(46%) agreed that consolidation might be necessary, with equal numbers (27%) expressing dissent or
ambivalence/uncertainty.

Long ‐term viability requires consolidation of
services
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Figure 26: Agreement with the importance of collaboration
Later in the survey, residents were asked to choose the three most important programs or services that
they thought would benefit from collaboration with Pierre. Figure 27 denotes the top three choices as
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the mosquito control program (127), the provision of ambulance services (116), and economic
development efforts (95). A considerable number (89) felt that the school systems would benefit from
collaboration as well. Very few respondents (27) indicated that no programs or services would benefit
from collaboration.
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Figure 27: Programs most likely to benefit from collaboration with Pierre
Residents were asked a similar question aimed to glean information about which services would benefit
from collaboration with Stanley County. Figure 28 illustrates that many respondents believe economic
development efforts (124), ambulance services (103), and the mosquito control program (97) would
benefit the most from collaborative efforts. Again, the number of respondents who indicated there
would be no benefits from collaboration was low (17).
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Figure 28: Programs most likely to benefit from collaboration with Stanley County
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Addressing accessibility of government processes
Another salient topic addressed by the survey surrounds the questions of how residents of Fort Pierre
obtain information concerning local government, as well as their satisfaction with the City’s efforts to
make information available.
Citizens were asked to identify their most prevalent method of acquiring information about local
government issues, events, and the like. Figure 29 suggests that most residents (189) use the local
newspaper for their information needs; considerably fewer (40) report that they use the Fort Pierre
website as their primary source.
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Figure 29: Where citizens get their governmental news
This figure is corroborated by the considerable number of residents who expressed ambivalence or
uncertainty about their satisfaction with the website (42% unsure and 19% ambivalent). Additionally, 64
percent of respondents indicated they have never visited the City’s website (and only 18% visit on a
weekly to monthly basis).
Attendance of City Council meetings is also rather low, with 86 percent reporting they either rarely or
never attend meetings. However, the data indicates that efforts to publicize city council meetings may
result in more frequent observance. Figure 30 illustrates that almost half of all respondents (49%)
would be more likely to view council meetings if they were available on the City website.
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Figure 30: Likely viewership of web‐hosted council meetings
Citizens were also polled to determine the preferred method for increasing city council meeting
accessibility. Figure 31 shows that a super majority (69%) would prefer council meetings to be
broadcast via the local cable access. The survey did not, however, follow up by asking how much more
likely respondents would be to view city council meetings. Despite this shortcoming, the clear support
for using Oahe TV to broadcast council meetings suggests that the issue be explored further.

Preferrable method for access to city council
meetings
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N=377
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Other
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Figure 31: Preferred method to access council meetings
Assessing economic issues
The survey also focused attention on salient economic issues facing Fort Pierre and the region,
attempting to determine the feelings and opinions of the City’s residents on these issues. Painting in
broad strokes, most respondents (85%) were hopeful about the prospects of Fort Pierre’s future; even
more (89%) were hopeful for the future of the region.
Residents of Fort Pierre were asked to assess the affordability of housing in the City. Figure 32 indicates
that a majority (56%) believed homes to be affordable in Fort Pierre. Only 20 percent disagreed, while
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the rest were undecided or had no opinion. This general assertion of affordability is corroborated by the
lack of support for tax breaks for new affordable housing in Fort Pierre (32% support while 46% did not).
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Figure 32: Affordability of Fort Pierre homes

Figure 33 indicates however, that a majority (51%) of residents are uncertain or ambivalent about the
affordability of rent in Fort Pierre. Notably fewer residents (14%) feel that rent is not affordable, though
the number who feel rent to be affordable is also smaller (35%).
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Figure 33: Affordability of Fort Pierre rentals
This general uncertainty about the affordability of rent may be due in part to the proportions of
homeowners versus renters who responded. Given that 83 percent of respondents own a home or
condominium, they may be less able to speak to the affordability of rental housing. If desired, we could
explore the data further to determine any underlying trends in responses.
In addition to housing affordability, citizens were asked a series of questions about the conditions of
businesses and economic development efforts in Fort Pierre. Several questions focused on the City’s
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downtown business district. A super majority of respondents (73%), were dissatisfied with the
appearance of the downtown area, and slightly more (77%) were dissatisfied with the prevalence and
quality of businesses downtown. An overwhelming majority (84%) agreed that the downtown area
required further development.
Residents were given several options for improving the downtown area. Figure 34 indicates half of all
respondents favor providing tax breaks to businesses to encourage them to establish and maintain a
downtown presence. Almost a third (29%) disagreed with the proposed policy. Dissent increased (to
51%) when the prospect of providing up‐front cash incentives to businesses to encourage growth was
suggested. These results are illustrated in Figure 35.
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Figure 34: Support for business tax breaks
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Figure 35: Support for cash incentives for businesses
Citizens were also asked whether they would support an occupancy tax. Figure 36 suggests a majority
(52%) favor levying such a tax. More respondents were unsure or ambivalent (26%) than unsupportive
(22%), indicating that the City should explore the issue more. Further education of the public may make
such an initiative progress more smoothly.
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Figure 36: Support for an occupancy tax in Fort Pierre
The final area of inquiry concerned the satisfaction and desired direction of the Fort Pierre Development
Corporation. Figure 37 indicates a majority of respondents (51%) were generally satisfied with the
efforts of the FPDC, though many (35%) were either unsure or ambivalent about its performance. Only
14 percent were dissatisfied. These results would suggest that those who did not express satisfaction
may not understand what efforts are being made to develop the Fort Pierre area
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Figure 37: Respondent satisfaction with the Fort Pierre Development Corporation
The survey later provided residents with several ideas for the Fort Pierre Development Corporation to
proceed with improving the City. Figure 38 suggests the FPDC should focus on attracting new
businesses (252 votes) and on downtown revitalization (219). The next highest result of promoting
existing businesses garnered considerably fewer votes (158). Citizens therefore appear to desire the
FPDC to spend more effort on growing new businesses rather than maintaining existing businesses.
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Figure 38: Topics and issues with which the FPDC should concern itself

Questions concerning the promotion of Fort Pierre
Closely related to the questions of economic development and how to best use the Fort Pierre
Development Corporation are two questions posed early in the survey about the City funding a
promotional campaign. The questions were intentionally designed to be broad. Figure 39 suggests a
plurality (39%) support a promotional campaign for Fort Pierre. Slightly fewer (35%) expressed
ambivalence or uncertainty (possibly due to the broad nature of the question). The remainder (26%)
disagreed with the idea of a promotional campaign. Realistically, these proportions are too close to yield
definitive results.
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Figure 39: Support for a Fort Pierre promotional campaign

The prospect changed dramatically when citizens were asked to pay for the promotional campaign
through increased taxes. Figure 40 illustrates a decline in support (23% in favor) and a substantial
growth in dissent (59% opposed). It seems clear that while citizens may be open to the idea of a
promotional campaign, increasing taxes to pay for the endeavor would be unappreciated.

Support Fort Pierre promotional campaign with
increase in taxes
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Figure 40: Support for a Fort Pierre promotional campaign if taxes are raised to fund it

Assessing community issues
Recycling & City Beautification
This section acts primarily as a catch‐all for the topics which do not readily lend themselves to another
category, yet may hold valuable information for the betterment of Fort Pierre. Included are topics
ranging from trash collection and recycling to issues of the municipal library, general attractions of Fort
Pierre, and the quality of the parks and recreational opportunities in the community.
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The survey asked citizens several questions concerning current and prospective recycling programs.
Support for recycling programs was high; three‐fourths of all respondents agree that Fort Pierre should
devote attention to recycling. When asked how often they recycle, only 26 percent responded that
they did not recycle at all (whereas 50% claimed to recycle on at least a monthly basis), as illustrated
by Figure 41. Residents were also asked what types of materials they recycled.
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Figure 41: Frequency of Recycling in Fort Pierre
Given the strong concern for recycling in the community, understanding how well programs are used
can prove beneficial. For instance, when queried as to how often residents used the Fort Pierre drop‐
off recycling bins, a majority (53%) responded they never use the service, as denoted in Figure 42.
Under one quarter (22%) responded that they use the bins on at least a monthly basis. While user‐ship
may be low, it may still prove worthwhile to provide the service for the community, as the passive
system is most likely relatively inexpensive for the City to operate.
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Figure 42: Frequency of Recycling in Fort Pierre using drop‐off receptacles
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A more active system may prove more effective at increasing recycling efforts. For instance, citizens
responded positively to the prospect of active recycling pick‐up services. A super majority (69%)
indicated that if their waste hauler provided recycling services, they would recycle more, as illustrated
by Figure 43. More encouraging, only 11 percent disagreed, and 20 percent were ambivalent or unsure.
Given that most residents use either a private waste hauler (76%) or a dumpster provided by a landlord
(20%), the exploration of private waste hauler recycling programs may be a worthwhile endeavor
(further research may be needed however1).
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Figure 43: Likelihood of increased recycling if waste hauler offered
Related to questions of recycling and waste disposal is the topic of Fort Pierre’s efforts to beautify the
community. Citizens responded very positively when asked about the annual city‐wide clean‐up week.
Figure 44 shows that an overwhelming number (93%) of respondents thought that Fort Pierre should
continue the program.
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Figure 44: Support for the annual city‐wide clean up week program
Rawlins Municipal Library
1

The GRB recently conducted a recycling survey for the City of Vermillion, examining the willingness to pay for
various services. The data, while not a perfect analog, may prove a useful surrogate in understanding how many
people actually would recycle at given rates.
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Residents were also asked a few questions about their opinions of the Rawlins Municipal Library. As
Figure 45 illustrates, a plurality of respondents (42%) indicated they do not use the library at all, while
about 20 percent claimed to use the library on a somewhat regular basis.
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Figure 45: Frequency of municipal library use

However, as Figures 46 and 47 indicate, respondents were satisfied with the resources available to
(54%) and the size of (58%) the library. It would be reasonable to speculate that some of those who
indicated they did not use the library would agree that the resources and building size are adequate
(though the majority most likely indicated their indifference or uncertainty on the issue; we could
perform greater analysis if desired). Several qualitative comments seem to indicate that Fort Pierre
residents are displeased with being charged to use the library; this may be the reason behind the
relatively low usage.
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Figure 46: Satisfaction with library resources

Figure 47: Satisfaction with library size
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Parks and Recreational Opportunities
The survey also explored citizens’ perspectives about the parks and recreational opportunities available
in Fort Pierre. Again, satisfaction among respondents was high: 64% indicated they were satisfied with
the parks and recreational options available in Fort Pierre.
To better understand the issue, we asked how respondents felt about park and recreational
opportunities based on their suitability for age cohorts. Figures 48 through 51 illustrate the satisfaction
with the availability of opportunities for children, young adults, adults, and seniors. In all instances, at
minimum a plurality of respondents were satisfied with the opportunities available; the highest
satisfaction was expressed for opportunities available for children (53%) and the lowest for young adults
(41%). Ambivalence and uncertainty remained relatively constant among all categories. Interestingly,
dissatisfaction was highest for the opportunities available to young adults (26%). The data would
suggest that, should any improvements be made to the parks and recreational areas, they focus upon
features appealing to young adults.
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Don't Know/Unsure

Additionally, a strong majority (63%) of respondents were positive about further recreational
development along the river. Whether Fort Pierre should proceed with further development, however,
should be based upon the usage of current recreational opportunities.
Residents were asked how often they use both Fort Pierre’s and Pierre’s park and recreational services
in order to generate an idea about the demand for such features. While the margins are close, residents
indicated that they tend to use Fort Pierre’s services more often than those provided by Pierre. Figure
52 suggests a healthy number of residents (26%) use the park and recreational services of Fort Pierre
on a regular basis (Figure 53 is included for comparison purposes). Similar numbers reported they use
the services intermittently (24%) or annually (22%).
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Figure 52: Frequency of Fort Pierre park & recreational use
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Figure 53: Frequency of Pierre park & recreational use

The infrequency of use may be a result of annual events—reunions, birthdays, etc.—or it may also be an
artifact of the survey; it is possible that respondents chose the lower frequency categories to reflect an
average of their use during the year. In retrospect, it may have proven beneficial to delineate usage
between favorable and unfavorable seasons (people will naturally be more likely to avail themselves of
recreational opportunities in spring, summer, and autumn, rather than winter).
General Community Quality Assessment
Finally, we sought to understand some of the aspects and qualities of Fort Pierre that make Fort Pierre
an attractive community. Citizens were asked to identify the three most appealing aspects of Fort
Pierre. As Figure 54 illustrates, the “small town feel” of Fort Pierre garnered the strongest support
(234 responses), with the low crime rate and the cost of housing following behind.
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Figure 54: Top reasons respondents live in Fort Pierre

It seems clear that preserving a small‐town atmosphere is important to residents, although the
practicalities of doing so while trying to expand communities and develop businesses may be
challenging. It is also difficult to adequately define what gives a town that “small town” feel. It may be
the perception of safety, or knowing most of the members in the neighborhood. It also may be the
availability of grocery stores and other businesses in a walk‐able distance to their homes.
While it may be difficult to identify the most appealing aspects of a community, residents were clear
that two aspects of the community could convince them to leave. Figure 55 indicates that most
residents would be more likely to leave Fort Pierre if a better employment opportunity presented
itself (229 responses) or the cost of housing became unfavorable (211 responses).
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Figure 55: Top reasons respondents would leave Fort Pierre
Perceptions of safety
The perception of safety is important for the health of a community. As such, multiple questions were
designed to assess the perceived security of those living in or near Fort Pierre. The compilation of results
indicates that residents believe their community to be safe, adequately providing law enforcement and
fire protection services.
To briefly highlight the sentiments of Fort Pierre citizens, 92% of respondents feel safe living in Fort
Pierre and 87% believe the City to be a safe place for children. Both questions yielded very low response
rates of those disagreeing (and none strongly disagreeing with the proposed questions of safety).
Results for questions about the quality of the volunteer fire department and the Stanley County Law
Enforcement yielded similar substantially positive results. Those results are available in Appendix B of
this report.
Transportation usage
The final area of investigation sought to understand how, why, and how often citizens used the
transportation options available to them. The two systems studied were the River Cities Transit System
and the Pierre Regional Airport.
The examination of the River Cities Transit System yielded some interesting results. Responses suggest
that Fort Pierre residents infrequently use the transit system (only 8% use it on what could be
considered a regular basis; 48% responded that they do not use the system at all). Figure 56 indicates
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that, when residents use the system, most (86% of those who actually use it) do so for personal
reasons rather than business trips.

Reasons for using River Cities Transit System
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Other

Figure 56: Why respondents use the River Cities Transit System

Those who choose to use the transit system mostly do so at night (72% responded they use the system
in the evening or late at night). A majority of respondents (54%) indicated they felt safe riding the
River Cities Transit System, as illustrated by Figure 57. Encouragingly few citizens responded that they
did not feel safe (4%). Additionally, similar numbers of residents felt that the transit system charged
affordable rates (62% of respondents) as illustrated by Figure 58. Again, few respondents (3%)
indicated the rates were unaffordable; the relatively high rate of respondents who were either unsure
or ambivalent, however, may be due to a lack of knowledge about the availability of the transit service.
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Figure 57: Belief that the River Cities Transit System is safe
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Figure 58: Belief that the Transit System is affordable

We feel it important to point out the response rates for these questions were generally consistent
(ranging between 393 and 401 responses) except for the question asking what time citizens used the
transit system (which had a total of 201 respondents—corroborating the proportions given in the other
responses). These results lend greater validity to the data in this section; comparing the responses of
perceived safety and affordability against those who told us when they primarily use the transit system
allows us to state with more confidence that responses reflect the opinions given.
For instance, there were 200 respondents who answered all three questions. Of those 200 respondents,
167 indicated they felt safe using the transit system. Therefore, 77% of respondents who indicated they
felt the transit system was safe also indicated they use the system. This allows us to say with greater
certainty that respondents are speaking from personal experience rather than making assumptions
based on outside influences (such as their friends and family using the system as opposed to
themselves). Similarly, 170 of those 200 respondents felt the transit system was affordable, meaning
68% of those who thought the system affordable can be assumed to actually use the service. This
corroboration among responses allows us to say with greater confidence that the information better
approximates the reality of the situation.
Finally, we also asked citizens about their usage of the Pierre Regional Airport. While very few indicated
they use the airport on a frequent basis, a majority (61%) responded that they use the airport at least
once a year. Reasons for use (or the lack thereof) were explored more deeply. For instance, when asked
if the types of aircraft available at the airport suited their needs, a plurality of respondents was unsure
or ambivalent (46%). Neither comfort of the terminal facilities, nor concerns of safety seem to be issues
preventing airport usage. However, as Figure 59 illustrates, fewer respondents were satisfied with the
convenience of flight schedules (30% satisfied versus 23% dissatisfied). Even fewer thought that flights
out of the regional airport were affordable (18%), as demonstrated in Figure 60.
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Figure 59: Belief that Pierre Regional Airport flight schedules are convenient
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Figure 60: Belief that Pierre Regional Airport flights are affordable
Again, we see large portions of respondents expressing uncertainty or indifference, some of whom are
due in part because they do not use the airport. Unfortunately, the areas that citizens feel need
improving are undoubtedly the most challenging for a smaller airport to address.
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SECTION III: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Government Research Bureau’s overall assessment of the Fort Pierre Community Survey is that it
was a qualified success. Fewer respondents used the web option (37) than we would have hoped
(though it was more in line with average survey response rates), but the 44% response rate was high
given what typical paper surveys achieve. The survey responses generally represented the community
well, with a few noted discrepancies.
In this brief section, we offer a few broader conclusions and recommendations that stem from the
survey data presented in Section II. The discussion below reflects obvious trends in the data and can be
extended to policy decisions should the City of Fort Pierre wish to use the data for such purposes.

Consensus for the Municipal Pool
It is clear from the survey results that the citizens of Fort Pierre enjoy their outdoor pool and want to
keep it in operation as long as it is safe and economically feasible to do so. Most residents would
prefer to see a pool remain in Fort Pierre, although the option for a joint venture with Pierre is not out
of the realm of possibilities.
A majority of residents seemed to prefer the option of conducting further maintenance upon the
outdoor pool to extend its life beyond seven years. Support for a joint outdoor pool and waterpark
with Pierre was about equal to the opposition; generally, the responses tended to be within the margin
of error so determining the desirability of a joint venture proved inconclusive. The issue is obviously
contentious. Therefore a public education program (perhaps a series of debates in the newspaper)
might be useful to create informed opinions, and possibly help determine the course of action Fort
Pierre should follow. Additionally, Fort Pierre should carefully weigh the economic costs and benefits of
each option as the residents were clearly concerned about economic factors.
Inevitably, Fort Pierre will need to make a decision about the pool—whether it be to repair the
current pool, rebuild it in a new location, or build jointly with Pierre. If a new pool were to be built,
there was some indication of where Fort Pierre residents would prefer it be constructed. The location
that garnered the most responses (18%) was the current location in Fort Pierre. The location with the
second greatest support was the Steamboat Park (15%) located in Pierre. The third location with the
highest support was the Schimkat Property in Fort Pierre (14%). Again, these results demonstrate how
narrowly divided citizens are on the topic of a joint venture with Pierre for an outdoor pool and
waterpark.
Results from the Pierre survey were generally more supportive of a joint venture. Between 57% and
67% of respondents indicated a joint venture would be desirable. Additionally, there was considerably
more consensus about the location of a future pool; the Steamboat Park location garnered the most
responses (26%).
One trend that appeared in qualitative responses concerned the accessibility of a joint pool located in
Pierre; many respondents felt that children would be unable to safely and affordably travel to a pool
located in Pierre. One possible option would be to increase the availability of the River City Transit
System so Fort Pierre children could safely travel to the joint site.
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Satisfaction with City Water Quality
Citizens are clearly satisfied with the quality of water services provided in Fort Pierre, and mostly
satisfied with the established rates. Respondents were more closely divided about the quality of the
water itself, however. Satisfaction was somewhat greater than dissatisfaction, which may color the
lenses we use to view the responses for the options presented to citizens for improving the quality of
their water. Respondents did not express a desire to purchase water from a local rural water system,
and support for a new water treatment plant evaporates quickly should taxes or water rates increase
to pay for it. Given the responses, we recommend that the City of Fort Pierre not take extraordinary
measures in the immediate future to improve the quality of its drinking water; long term plans for
improvement using graduated capital outlays may be an approach that garners more public support.
Consensus on Collaboration
The results of the survey indicate that while respondents may have some reservations about
collaborating with other forms of government, many realize that such collaborative efforts may be
beneficial and necessary for the long‐term success of Fort Pierre. Very few respondents felt that
collaboration would not help in the provision of any service or the growth of the community. Citizens
agreed that working with Stanley County and Pierre would be most beneficial for economic
development efforts, improving ambulance services, and mosquito control programs. It seems that,
given the strong support for these programs and services across multiple questions, Fort Pierre should
explore the possibility of collaboration with other governmental entities.
The Appeal of Fort Pierre
Citizens of Fort Pierre generally held positive views of their community and its future prospects. A
strong majority of residents find the “small town feel” of Fort Pierre very appealing and wish to
preserve it. Preserving the atmosphere of Fort Pierre should be a priority, especially with planning and
economic development efforts. Defining what gives a community that “small town feel” can be
challenging, but no doubt the strong sense of security felt by a vast majority of respondents helps
contribute to the equation.
Citizens also cited the low crime rate and the cost of housing as reasons they reside in Fort Pierre.
Again, maintaining these aspects should be priorities for the City, especially due to the number of
respondents who indicated that increased housing costs or better job opportunities could draw them
away from Fort Pierre. As such, even though residents tended not to support economic incentives or tax
breaks for affordable housing, it may be an instance where the City should proceed with such programs.

Broader Policy Recommendations
The survey asked respondents to provide policy guidance and they did so. The list below reflects where
residents supported ideas or where they offered perspectives about the best solution for identified
problems/concerns in the City of Fort Pierre:
•

The city should explore the possibility of creating cash incentives for citizen installation of energy
efficient fixtures and load management systems. Citizens generally responded positively to the
prospect of incentives to install energy efficient fixtures and equipment as well as load management
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systems. The city should weigh the costs and the benefits, however; there was only an 11 percent
increase in willingness to install energy efficient fixtures, etc. The margins for willingness to install
load management systems were considerably greater, leading us to recommend greater focus and
consideration for the load management system support than for fixtures and equipment.
•

The city should consider spending funds to make city council meetings more accessible. A large
majority of residents indicated they would be more likely to view city council meetings if they were
broadcast on cable television or posted on the city website. The qualitative responses seemed to
mirror the sentiments deduced from the data; citizens seem frustrated by being unable to attend
council meetings or obtain more information about city operations. Broadcasting council meetings
would help promote a more open government and might lead to more understanding among
citizens about government operations.

•

The city should exercise caution in establishing programs designed to provide assistance for
affordable housing growth. Respondents generally indicated they did not support incentive
programs or tax breaks for new affordable housing developments. A majority of residents are
generally satisfied with the quality, value, and affordability of their homes.

•

The city should consider adopting an occupancy tax. A majority of respondents favored such a tax,
especially if Pierre already does so.

•

The Fort Pierre Development Corporation should focus its efforts on attracting new businesses
and revitalizing the downtown area. A majority of residents felt strongly that the FPDC should
expend effort to attract new businesses, perhaps by collaborating with Pierre. It was also clear that
respondents want to see the downtown area revitalized.

•

The city may wish to cautiously explore the possibility of a promotional campaign for Fort Pierre.
Citizens were generally open to the idea of a Fort Pierre promotional campaign as long as it did not
involve raising taxes. Therefore, low‐cost efforts should be explored as well as joint ventures to help
share the burden and maximize the return on investment, should any efforts be taken.

•

The city should consider exploring ways to increase recycling, especially through local waste
haulers. Residents responded very positively to the prospect of recycling. It seems that most would
be interested in recycling if their private waste hauler had the option to do so. General recycling
using the city’s drop‐off bins was comparatively low—several comments suggested that citizens
were unaware of the existence of such receptacles. Perhaps an information campaign on the city
website and through the newspaper would increase use of the drop‐off bins.

•

The city should continue its beautification efforts—especially the annual clean‐up week program.
Residents responded positively to questions of improving their community and a strong majority
wish to see a continuance of the clean‐up week program.

•

The city may not need to concern itself with the Rawlins Municipal Library. Citizens were generally
satisfied with the size and quality of resources at the library, but generally do not use the library
often. This may be due to user fees. Clearly the alternative to user fees are raising taxes, but the
general concern in the qualitative comments about doing so suggest the status quo may be the
preferred course.
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•

Should the city wish to expand its park and recreational opportunities, it should focus on
increasing opportunities for young adults. A majority of residents were satisfied with the park and
recreational opportunities in the area, though it seems that opportunities for young adults could be
expanded. Given respondents’ general satisfaction, however, such an expansion may warrant less
attention now.

•

Education and advertising efforts may help increase public transportation use in Fort Pierre. It
appears that many residents are unaware of the River Cities Transit System. Some comments
indicate that the system may benefit from the creation (and posting) of regular routes and time
tables for stops.

•

The city should focus on street repair and cleanliness. Many comments were made pertaining to
the ordinances regarding parking rotation and the use of a street sweeper. These comments
indicated that citizens were generally unimpressed with the quality of the street sweeping for the
hassle moving their vehicles created. Many more comments were made about devoting serious
funds to repairing streets rather than focusing on various new projects.

•

The city should examine its ordinance enforcement policies. Several qualitative comments were
made asking for new ordinances regulating the use of fireworks, or for more equal and uniform
enforcement of ordinances.
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June 25, 2008

Dear <mail merge Name>,
You are invited to participate in a collaborative study between the City of Fort Pierre and the University of South
Dakota. The purpose of this study is to allow the City of Fort Pierre to understand its citizens’ thoughts and feelings
about the many issues important to the community. We received your contact information from the City of Fort Pierre
because you are a Fort Pierre resident as well as a municipal utilities customer.
The survey asks you a series of questions regarding your views about various topics relevant to the Fort Pierre
community. The survey should take between 10 – 15 minutes and your participation is voluntary. If you decide not to
participate, no penalties or benefits for which you are entitled will be withheld. There are no known risks associated
with participation in this study.
If you agree to participate in this study, we ask that you complete the enclosed paper survey OR complete the survey
online by following the instructions below. If you complete the online survey, please do not return the paper copies of
the survey or raffle ticket. Every participant that completes and returns (or submits online) the survey will be entered
into a drawing for a chance to win one of five $50 Pierre Chamber gift certificates. These certificates can be spent as
cash at any Fort Pierre or Pierre business.
To complete the paper survey, simply:
1. Follow the instructions on the paper survey.
2. Fill out the survey and raffle ticket completely.
3. Place your survey AND raffle ticket into the stamped return envelope and deposit in the mail.
To complete the survey online, simply:
1. Log on to www.pyschdata.com
2. Enter the number <Mail Merge Unique ID>in the “Go to Survey #” box.
3. Click on ‘New Participant’ and create a nickname and password for yourself.
4. Enter your Unique ID: <Mail Merge Unique ID>
Once logged on, the website will give you directions to complete the survey.
We ask that you complete your survey by July 15, 2008. Any information you provide is confidential and will not be
attributed to you. These surveys contain a unique code that will allow researchers to identify which surveys have been
returned. Any links that might exist between you and the unique code will be destroyed after the survey period is
complete. Please also be aware that federal regulatory agencies and the University of South Dakota Institutional Review
Board (a committee that reviews and approves research studies) may inspect and copy records pertaining to this
research.
If you have any questions about the survey, please contact the USD Government Research Bureau at – Phone: (605)677‐
5708; Email: grb@usd.edu. If you have any questions about your rights as a human subject or wish to talk to someone
who is independent of the research, please contact the Office for Human Subject Protections at (605) 677‐6184. Thank
you for your time – we look forward to receiving your completed survey!
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City of Fort Pierre
Community Assessment Survey
The City of Fort Pierre is interested in your thoughts about the services the city offers.
Your thoughts are important and will be used to aid in future decision making.
Please take 15 – 20 minutes to answer the following questions.

Please indicate whether you Strongly Agree, Agree,
Neither Agree nor Disagree, Disagree or Strongly
Unique ID
Disagree with the following statements:
We would like to begin by asking your thoughts
on the accessibility of Fort Pierre government.
I am satisfied with the information provided on Fort
Pierre’s webpage.
Next, we would like your thoughts about
promoting the City of Fort Pierre.
The City of Fort Pierre should fund a promotional
campaign.
I would support a Fort Pierre promotional campaign even if
it meant an increase in taxes.
Now we would like your thoughts about the
economy in Fort Pierre.
In general, I am hopeful about Fort Pierre’s economic
future.
In general, I am hopeful about the region’s future.
In general, homes in Fort Pierre are affordable.
In general, rent in Fort Pierre is affordable.
In general, I am satisfied with the appearance of Fort
Pierre’s downtown area.
In general, I am satisfied with the number and quality of
businesses downtown.
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Please indicate whether you Strongly Agree,
Agree, Neither Agree nor Disagree, Disagree or
Strongly Disagree to the following statements:

I believe further development of Fort Pierre’s downtown
area is necessary.
I am satisfied with the overall performance of the Fort
Pierre Development Corporation.
Tax breaks should be offered to businesses to encourage
them to establish and maintain their business in Fort
Pierre.
Up‐front cash incentives should be offered to businesses to
encourage them to establish and maintain their business in
Fort Pierre.
Tax breaks should be offered to owners of housing
developments to encourage the building of more
affordable housing in Fort Pierre.
An Occupancy Tax is levied for the privilege of occupying
a room in a hotel, inn, tourist home, motel or other
lodging for a period of 30 days or less. The authority to
levy an occupancy tax is granted to cities and counties.
Some citizens believe that this is a good way for the city
to generate revenue without taxing citizens while others
feel it is an unnecessary tax on those that live outside of
the community.
The City of Fort Pierre should pursue levying an occupancy
tax.
Next, we would like your thoughts on the utility services
provided in Fort Pierre.
In general, I am satisfied with the reliability of services
provided by the Fort Pierre Electric Department.
In general, I am satisfied with the city rates for electricity.
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Please indicate whether you Strongly Agree, Agree,
Neither Agree nor Disagree, Disagree or Strongly
Disagree with the following statements:

In general, I am satisfied with the quality of services
provided by the Fort Pierre Water Department.
In general, I am satisfied with the city rates for water.

Next, we would like your opinion on the quality
of drinking water in Fort Pierre.
The City of Fort Pierre’s drinking water meets all
Federal Drinking Water Standards, but some
citizens believe the city could improve drinking
water quality while other citizens believe the
drinking water is fine the way it is. To improve
the quality of drinking water, the City of Fort
Pierre has an opportunity to purchase water
from a local rural water system or construct a
water treatment plant.

I like my drinking water the way it is.
The City of Fort Pierre should purchase water from a local
rural water system.
I would support the City of Fort Pierre constructing a new
water treatment plant to address the issue of water
quality.
I would support the City of Fort Pierre constructing a new
water treatment plant to address the issue of water
quality even if it meant an increase in what I pay for
water.
I am satisfied with the quality of drinking water provided by
the Fort Pierre Water Department.
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Please indicate whether you Strongly Agree, Agree,
Neither Agree nor Disagree, Disagree, or Strongly
Disagree with the following statements:
Now we would like your opinion on energy efficient
electrical fixtures.
I would consider installing energy efficient electrical
fixtures, lighting, and equipment if the City of Fort Pierre
provided cash incentives.
I would consider installing energy efficient electrical
fixtures, lighting, and equipment if the City of Fort Pierre
did not provide cash incentives.
Some cities encourage citizens to install and
operate a ‘load management system’ in their home
or business to control air conditioners and water
heaters during periods of peak demand. This lowers
the cost of electric bills, but costs money for the
homeowner to purchase and install.

I would consider installing a load management system if
the City of Fort Pierre provided a cash incentive for
installing one.
I would consider installing a load management system
if the City of Fort Pierre did not provide a cash
incentive for installing one.
Now we would like your thoughts on the trash and
recycling services in Fort Pierre.
If my waste hauler provided recycling services, I would recycle
more than I do now.
The City of Fort Pierre should be concerned about recycling.
Once each year, the City of Fort Pierre provides a
free clean‐up week for its citizens and picks up
items at each home to be disposed of in the Pierre
Landfill. This effort results in a full week of work
for a city paid crew and a landfill bill. Some believe
this is a worthwhile convenience while others
believe it is too costly for the city.
I would like the City of Fort Pierre to continue the annual,
city‐wide clean‐up week.
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Please indicate whether you Strongly Agree, Agree,
Neither Agree nor Disagree, Disagree, or Strongly
Disagree with the following statements:
Next, we would like to ask you a few questions
about law enforcement and safety in Fort Pierre.
Stanley County Law Enforcement provides high‐quality law enforcement
services for Fort Pierre residents.
Stanley County Law Enforcement is effective at keeping me safe.
The Volunteer Fire Department serving Fort Pierre provides high‐quality
services for Fort Pierre residents.
Fort Pierre’s Volunteer Fire Department is effective at keeping me safe.
Fort Pierre is a safe place for children.
I feel safe in Fort Pierre.

Now we would like to understand your opinions
on the Pierre Regional Airport.
The Pierre Regional Airport flight schedules
are convenient.
In general, flights at the Pierre Regional
Airport are affordable.
The type of aircraft used at the Pierre
Regional Airport suits my needs.
In general, the Pierre Regional Airport
terminal is comfortable.
I feel safe flying from the Pierre Regional
Airport.
Next, we would like to understand your opinions
on the the River Cities Transit System.
In general, the River Cities Transit schedules are convenient.
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Please indicate whether you Strongly Agree, Agree,
Neither Agree nor Disagree, Disagree, or Strongly
Disagree with the following statements:

In general, River Cities Transit fares are affordable.
I feel safe riding on the River Cities Transit system.
Now we would like your thoughts on the Rawlins
Municipal Library.
The resources at Rawlins Municipal Library are adequate.

If you answered ‘Disagree’ or ‘Strongly Disagree’
to the previous statement, in the box to the
right, please describe what additional resources
you would like to see.

I am satisfied with the size of the Rawlins Municipal Library building.
Next, we would like to ask about recreational
opportunities provided by the Fort Pierre Park
and Recreation Department.
In general, I am satisfied with the park and recreation options
available in Fort Pierre.
If you disagree, please offer a suggestion for improvements in the box
to the right:
I am satisfied with the park and recreation opporunities for
young children in Fort Pierre.
I am satisfied with the park and recreation opportunities for
young adults in Fort Pierre.
I am satisfied with the park and recreation opportunities for
adults in Fort Pierre.
I am satisfied with the park and recreation opportunities for
senior citizens in Fort Pierre.
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Please indicate whether you Strongly Agree, Agree,
Neither Agree nor Disagree, Disagree, or Strongly
Disagree with the following statements:

I would like to see more recreational development along the river.
Next, we would like to ask your thoughts about the future of the outdoor pools in the cities of Pierre and Fort Pierre. If
you would like more information about the issue, please log onto http://www.fortpierre.com/
Scroll: to ‘Press Releases.’ Click: Mayors’ Outdoor Pool Taskforce Seeks Public Input. Then, Click: MOPTF Presentation.

I believe an outdoor pool/waterpark is important for my community.
I approve of a joint venture and shared costs (based on population)
between Pierre and Fort Pierre in the building of a new outdoor
pool/waterpark.
An outdoor pool is important for my community.
Outdoor pools should pay for their own operating expenses.
City tax dollars should pay for outdoor pools.
Outdoor pools are a service that a city should provide for its citizens.
Fort Pierre should close and not replace its outdoor pool when it is no
longer safe to operate.
Fort Pierre’s pool should be kept open as long as it is safe to operate.
Fort Pierre should keep its current pool open as long a it is financially
reasonable to do so.
Pierre should find a way to use its indoor aquatic center as a
replacement for the city’s outdoor pool when that pool closes.
Fort Pierre needs to keep an outdoor pool located in Fort Pierre.
Fort Pierre should perform major repairs to their pool to extend the
pool’s use beyond 7 years.
Fort Pierre and Pierre residents do not need two outdoor pools in our
area.
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Please indicate whether you Strongly Agree, Agree,
Neither Agree nor Disagree, Disagree, or Strongly
Disagree with the following statements:

The Cities of Fort Pierre and Pierre should cooperate to build one
centrally located outdoor pool/waterpark.
An outdoor pool/waterpark costing approximately $4‐6 million is
a better deal for Pierre and Fort Pierre than separate pools
costing approximately $2‐3 million each.
Now we would like your opinion on collaborative
agreements between governments.

The long term viability of Fort Pierre may require consolidation of
services with nearby communities or counties.
Now, we would like to ask you questions that require you to answer in a different way.
For each of the following questions, please carefully read what is asked and respond according to the directions.
Now we would like your thoughts about living in Fort Pierre.
Why do you live in Fort Pierre?
(Please rate your top three choices from the list below by placing a 1, 2 or 3 next to them, with 1 being the highest rating)
____To be close to family

____Recreation opportunities

____Employment opportunity

____Small town feel

____Spouse’s employment opportunity

____Cost of housing

____Healthcare system

____Low crime rate

____School system

____Lower taxes

____Shopping/restaurant opportunities

____Other: _____________________
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What, if anything, would cause you to leave the City of Fort Pierre and live elsewhere?
(Please rate your top three choices from the list below by placing a 1, 2 or 3 next to them, with 1 being the highest rating)
____A better healthcare system elsewhere
____A better school system elsewhere
____Better shopping opportunities/restaurants elsewhere
____Better receational opportunities elsewhere
____Better employment opportunities elsewhere
____Lower cost of housing elsewhere
What do you find most appealing about living in Fort Pierre?
(Please rate your top three choices from the list below by placing a 1, 2 or 3 next to them, with 1 being the highest rating)
____Healthcare system
____School system
____Shopping/restaurant opportunities
____Recreation opportunities
____Employment opportunities
____Small town feel

____Cost of housing
____Low crime rate
____Lower taxes
____Nothing
____Don’t know/unsure
____Other: _____________________

Now we would like to understand a few more of your thoughts on the accessibility of Fort Pierre city government.
Which of the following do you use most often when seeking
information on local government?
____Radio
(Please place an ‘x’ next to your answer)
____TV
____Newspaper
____Personal Visit

____City website
____Phone
____I do not keep up with local government information
____ Other: ___________________________________

If City Council meetings were available on the city website for viewing, would you be much more likely,
somewhat more likely, about the same, less likely, or much less likely to watch the meetings than before?
(Please place an ‘x’ next to your answer)
____Much more likely
____Somewhat more likely
____About the same
____Less likely
____Much less likely
If City Council made council meetings more accessible, which of the following methods would you most prefer?
(Please place an ‘x’ next to your answer)
____ Local cable access (Oahe TV)
____ Webcast
____ Radio
____ Both
____ Other: __________________________
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Please check the box that most closely
represents your opinion for the
following questions:

How often would you say that you visit the City of Fort
Pierre website?
How often would you say that you visit the City of Pierre
website?

How often would you say that you attend Fort Pierre
City Council Meetings?
How often would you say that you attend other Fort
Pierre public meetings?

Now we would like a few more of your thoughts on Fort Pierre’s economy.
People have many thoughts about the best way for the Fort Pierre Development Corporation to move forward.
What do you believe this department should be most concerned with?
(Please rate your top three choices from the list below by placing a 1, 2 or 3 next to them, with 1 being the highest rating)
____ Attract new business
____ Promote existing businessses
____ Finance improvement to current businesses
____ Encourage new housing development

____ Promote downtown revitalization
____ Waterfront (re)development
____ Don’t know/uncertain
____ Other _____________________
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Now we would like a few more of your thoughts on Fort Pierre’s economy.
What would it be worth to you to receive better water quality?
Would it be worth an increase in your monthly bill of:
(Please place an ‘x’ next to your answer)
____ Less than $10
____ $10‐$15
____ $16‐$20
____ $21‐$30
____ $31‐$40
____ It would not be worth an increase
Now we would like a few more of your thoughts on the trash and recycling services in Fort Pierre.
How do you currently dispose of your household trash?
(Please place an ‘x’ next to your answer)
____ The City of Fort Pierre picks up my trash
____ My landlord provides a dumpster
____ Don’t know/unsure
____ Other:___________________________________
If you recycle, what items do you recycle?
(mark all that apply)
____Plastic containers
____Aluminum/bi‐metal cans
____Office paper/junkmail/shredded paper
____Cardboard
____Newspaper
____Magazines
____None
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Please check the box that most
closely represents your opinion for
the following questions:

How often would you say that you recycle?

How often would you say that you use the City of Fort
Pierre’s drop‐off recycling bins?
Next, we would like to ask you another question about Rawlins Municipal Library.
How often would you say that you use Rawlins Municipal
Library in Pierre?

Now we would like a few more of your thoughts on
transportation options in your area.

How often would you say that you fly out of Pierre Regional Airport?

How often would you say that you use the River Cities Transit system?

Please place an ‘x’ next to your answer for the following questions:
For what reason do you most often take flights out of the Pierre Regional Airport?
____ Business
____ Personal
____ I do not use the Pierre Regional Airport
____ Other: _________________________
For what reason do you most often use the River Cities Transit system?
____ Business
____ Personal
____ I do not use the River Cities Transit system
____ Other: ___________________________
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Please place an ‘x’ next to your answer for the following questions:

When would you say that you most often use the River Cities Transit
system?
____ Morning
____ Afternoon
____ Evening
____ Late evening

Next, we would like to ask you a few more questions
about recreational opportunities provided by the
Fort Pierre Park and Recreation Department.
How often would you say that you use Fort Pierre’s Park and
Recreation services?
How often would you say that you use Pierre’s Park and
Recreation services?
Next, we would like to ask a few more of your thoughts about the future of the outdoor pools in the cities of Fort Pierre
and Pierre. Remember, more information on this topic can be found at: http://www.fortpierre.com/
Scroll: to ‘Press Releases.’ Click: Mayors’ Outdoor Pool Taskforce Seeks Public Input. Then, Click: MOPTF Presentation.
Both Fort Pierre and Pierre have a city‐owned outdoor pool. The City of Pierre pool is beyond repair and will
need to be replaced within 2‐3 years. Minimum repairs could be made to the Fort Pierre pool for the next 5‐7
years, but then major repairs would be required.
The Mayors’ Outdoor Pool Task Force suggests there are three options to address this problem:
Please indicate which option you believe would be most appropriate in dealing with the pool issue by placing
an ‘x’ next to the option that most closely represents your opinion.
_____Option 1: Continue to operate the pools as they are until they are closed.
_____Option 2: Replace existing pools in both communities as they are with no new features. This would result
in an estimated cost of $2.5 million to $3.5 million for Pierre and $1.5 million to $2.5 million for Fort Pierre.
_____Option 3: Build one joint outdoor pool/waterpark shared between Pierre and Fort Pierre. The estimated cost of
this project is between $4‐$6 million. This cost would be shared by both Pierre and Fort Pierre.
_____Option 4: Other:_________________________________________________________________
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If a new outdoor pool/waterpark facility is built, I would prefer the facility be located at:
(Please rate your top three choices from the list below by placing a 1, 2 or 3 next to them, with 1 being the highest rating)
____Steamboat Park near the Discovery Center in Pierre.
____West of Ramkota Inn in Pierre.
____Skateboard Park near existing pool in Pierre.
____West of Griffin Park along Missouri St. in Pierre.
____Garfield & 4th Street in Pierre.
____Existing pool site in Fort Pierre.
____Marina Drive in Fort Pierre.

____South of Teton Island in Fort Pierre.
____Schimkat property in Fort Pierre.
____Vacant property North of town in Fort Pierre.
____City park block North of town in Fort Pierre.
____I do not approve of a new facility.
____Other locations in Fort Pierre:_______________
____Other locations in Pierre:___________________

Next, we would like your opinion on collaborative agreements between governments.
If Fort Pierre was to enter into additional collaborations with Pierre, which areas do you feel would be most important?
(Please choose your top three choices from the list below by placing a 1, 2 or 3 next to them, with 1 being the highest rating)
____Ambulance services
____Development of a new outdoor pool
____Economic development
____Emergency management
____Fire department
____Healthcare
____Library
____Marketing the region
____Mosquito control program

____Public services (example: wastewater treatment)
____Recreation
____School system
____Water/sewer/electric
____None
____Don’t know/unsure
____Other:____________________________________

If Fort Pierre was to enter into additional collaborations with Stanley County,
which areas do you feel would be most important?
(Please choose your top three choices from the list below by placing a 1, 2 or 3 next to them, with 1 being the highest rating)
____Ambulance services
____Development of a new outdoor pool
____Economic development
____Emergency management
____Fire department
____Health care
____Library
____Marketing the region
____Mosquito control program

____Public services (example: wastewater treatment)
____Recreation
____School system
____Water/sewer/electric
____None
____Don’t know/unsure
____Other:____________________________________
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Finally, we would like to ask a few questions about you. We realize that providing information about you—
things like your age, income, or other details—can be uncomfortable. Any information that you provide here—
as with the rest of the survey—will be kept confidential.
Please fill in the blanks or place an ‘x’ next to your answers for the following questions:
What year were you born?_______________

Please indicate your gender.

What city do you live in?_________________

____Male
____Female

Do you live inside or outside city limits?
____Inside city limits
____Outside city limits
____Outside city limits, but receive city services like city
water
____Inside city limits, but do not receive city services like
city water
____Other:_____________________________________

Which of the following best describes your current
employment status?
____Unemployed, actively seeking employment
____Unemployed, not actively seeking employment
____Employed part‐time
____Employed full‐time
____Retired
____Other (specify):___________________________

Which of the following best describes where you live?
____Own a single family home
____Own a condominium
____Rent an apartment or home
____Other(specify)_____________________________
What race/ethnicity best describes you?
____White or Caucasian
____Black or African American
____American Indian and Alaska Native
____Asian
____Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander
____Hispanic or Latino

If employed, what city do you work in?
____________________
Which of the following best describes your current marital
status?
____Single, never married
____Single, divorced
____Single, living with someone
____Married
____Widowed
____Other (specify):_________________________
If you like, you can share any additional comments you
might have for Pierre Administrators in the space below:

Please indentify your annual pre‐tax household income
based upon the following categories:
____$0 − $9,999
____$10,000 − $19,999
____$20,000 − $29,999
____$30,000 − $39,999
____$40,000 − $49,999
____$50,000 − $59,999
____$60,000 − $69,999
____ $70,000 − $79,999
____$80,000 − $89,999
____$90,000 − $99,999
____$100,000 or more

Thank you for taking time to complete this survey. Be sure
to enclose your survey and raffle ticket in the envelope
provided and deposit it in the mail. By doing so, you will be
entered into a drawing for a chance to win one of five $50
Pierre Chamber gift certificates. These certificates can be
spent as cash at any Pierre or Fort Pierre business. The
results from the survey will be available to you and the
members of your community in August.
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Reminder Post Card

Last Chance to Complete the
Fort Pierre Community Assessment Survey!
Please complete the paper survey we sent you earlier or
complete the online survey.
Instructions to complete the online survey are on the back of
this post card.
If you participate, you’ll be entered into a drawing for a chance
to win one of five $50 gift cards!
If you have already completed the survey, please disregard this
message.

NON PROFIT
ORGANIZATION
U.S. Postage
PAID
Vermillion, SD
Permit No. 14

414 E. Clark Street
Vermillion, SD 57069

To complete the survey online, please:
1. Log on to www.psychdata.com
2. Enter the number: (Survey #) in the
“Go to Survey #” box.
3. Click on ‘New Participant’ and
create a
nickname and password.

To:
Name
Address
City, State Zip

4. Enter your Unique ID: (Unique ID #)
Once logged on, the website will give
you directions to complete the survey.

Raffle Ticket
Raffle Ticket
Please Return with Completed Survey for a Chance
to Win one of five $50 Pierre Pride Gift Certificates
Name _______________________________________
Street Address or PO Box ______________________
_____________________________________________
City_______________________ State _____________
Zip Code_____________________________________
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B1: Demographics
Question 100 – What year were you born?
Respondent Age
1%

N=355
8%

28%
18 ‐ 24

17%

25 ‐ 34
35 ‐ 44
45 ‐ 54
55 ‐ 64
65 and Older

22%

24%

Question 101 – What city do you live in?
City of Residence
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

392

3

1

1

1

1

B 1.2

Question 102 – Do you live inside or outside the city limits?
Respondent Place of Residence
1%

2% 2%

N=394
0%

Inside City Limits
Outside City Limits
Outside city limits, but receive
city services
Inside city limits, but do not
receive city services
Other

95%

Free Responses
Outside city limits, but have REA and city water
Not sure
Both in and out

Question 103 – Which of the following best describes where you live?
Best Describes where you Live
N=396
4%
13%

Own a single family home

3%

Own a condo
Rent an apartment or
home
Other
80%

Free Responses
Mobile Home (x3)
Trailer House (x5)
Habitat Home
Rent Mobile Home

Double wide
Own a Townhouse
Own mobile home on rented lot
Lease

B 1.3

Question 104 – What race/ethnicity best describes where you live?
Race/Ethnicity
n=390
3%

White or Caucasian
American Indian and
Alaska Native

97%

Question 105 – Please identify your annual pre‐tax household income based upon the
following categories:
Pre‐tax Household Income
60
47

50
40

10
0

44

46

42

33

30
20

48
41

22
11

25
10

B 1.4

Question 106 – Please indicate your gender:
Gender
n=392

49%

51%

Male
Female

Question 107 – Which of the following best describes your current employment status?
Current Employment Status
1%
3%

0%

N=392
Full‐time

8%

Retired
Part‐time
25%

Other
Unemployed, not actively seeking
63%

Unemploted, actively seeking

Free Responses
Self‐employed (x6)
Self Employed Full Time (x2)
Disabled (x2)
Medical Problems

Stay at home mom
3/4th working
Business Owner (x2)
Two jobs

B 1.5

Question 108 – If employed, what city are you employed in?
Place of Work
181

200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

57
9

2

2

1

1

1

7

Question 109 – Which of the following best describes your current marital status?
Current Marital Status
6% 0%

N=393
Married

8%

Single, divorced

10%

Widowed
Single, never married
14%

Single, living with someone
62%

Free Responses
Married, live separately
Divorce in progress

Other

B 2.1

B2: Pool Questions
Question 56: I believe an outdoor pool/waterpark is important for my community.
Outdoor Pool/Waterpark is Important the
Community
N=401
6%

2% 3%
26%

Strongly Agree
Agree

11%

Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure
52%

Question 57: I approve of a joint venture and shared costs (based on population) between
Pierre and Fort Pierre in the building of a new outdoor pool/waterpark.
Approve of an Outdoor Pool Joint Venture
N=397
5%

17%

Strongly Agree

15%

Agree
Neither
Disagree
17%
32%

Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

14%

B 2.2

Question 58: An outdoor pool is important for my community.
Outdoor Pool is Important for the Community
N=401

6%

3% 1% 2%

Strongly Agree
31%

Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

57%

Don't Know/Unsure

Question 59: Outdoor pools should pay for their own operating expenses.
Pools Should be Self‐Supporting
N=400
4% 6%

7%

Strongly Agree
32%

25%

Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

26%

Question 60: City tax dollars should pay for outdoor pools.
Tax Dollars should Pay for Pool Operations
N=400

6%

7%

9%

Strongly Agree
36%

14%

Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

28%

Don't Know/Unsure

B 2.3

Question 61: Outdoor pools are a service that a city should provide for its citizens.

Outdoor Pools are a Service that a City
Should Provide
N=397
7%

4% 3%

Strongly Agree

17%

Agree
Neither

18%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure
51%

Question 62: Fort Pierre should close and not replace its outdoor pool when it is no longer
safe to operate.
When no Longer Safe, Pool Should Not be
Reopened
N=398
6%

6%
Strongly Agree

12%

Agree
33%

12%

Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

31%

Question 63: Fort Pierre’s pool should be kept open as long as it is safe to operate.
Keep the pool open as long as it is Safe to Operate
2%

1%

N=401
2%

5%
28%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

62%

B 2.4

Question 64: Fort Pierre should keep its current pool open as long as it is financially
reasonable to do so.
Keep Current Pool Open as long as it is Financially
reasonable
N=393
4%

10%

2%
Strongly Agree

26%

Agree
Neither
Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

58%

Question 65: Pierre should find a way to use its indoor aquatic center as a replacement for
the city’s outdoor pool when that pool closes.
Pierre's Aquatic Center should Replace the
outdoor pool
N=397
11%

13%

Strongly Agree
Agree

12%

Neither
25%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

21%

Don't Know/Unsure
18%

Question 66: Fort Pierre needs to keep an outdoor pool located in Fort Pierre.
Fort Pierre needs a Pool in Fort Pierre
N=402
3% 4%
5%
12%

Strongly Agree
38%

Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

38%

B 2.5

Question 67: Fort Pierre should perform major repairs to their pool to extend the pool’s use
beyond 7 years.
Current Pool's Lifespan Should be Expanded Past 7
Years
N=398
10%

21%

4%

Strongly Agree

8%

Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

21%

Don't Know/Unsure

36%

Question 68: Fort Pierre and Pierre residents do not need two outdoor pools in our area.
Fort Pierre and Pierre do not need 2 Outdoor Pools
N=398
7%

8%
14%

25%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither
Disagree

17%

Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

29%
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Question 69: The Cities of Fort Pierre and Pierre should cooperate to build one centrally
located outdoor pool/waterpark.
Fort Pierre and Pierre should Build one Centrally
Located Pool
N=396
8%

12%
Strongly Agree
Agree

20%
24%

Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

20%
16%

Question 70: An outdoor pool/waterpark costing approximately $4‐6 million is a better deal
for Pierre and Fort Pierre than separate pools costing approximately $2‐3 million each.
One pool Better than two Separate Pools
N=399
7%

12%
Strongly Agree

18%

Agree
22%

Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

24%
17%

B 2.7

Question 96: Please indicate which option you believe would be most appropriate in dealing
with the pool issue by placing an ‘x’ next to the option that most closely represents your
opinion.
Options for Pool Operation
N=380
13%

20%

Continue to operate pools
until closed
Replace exisiting pools with
no features
Build joint outdoor pool

35%
32%

Other

Free Responses
Joint Pool in Fort Pierre
Option 3 with it located in Fort Pierre
Build the joint outdoor pool/water park in Fort Pierre
Whatever option leaves an outdoor pool in Fort Pierre, the kids here need it.
Build new pool in Fort Pierre at the existing site. Let Pierre pay for half of it
Build one new outdoor pool in Fort Pierre. Pierre has the aquatic center.
Outdoor pool in Fort Pierre, indoor pool in Pierre, Fort Pierre kids shouldn't have to always be the ones
traveling!
Each city keep its own pool
Each city needs to keep their own pool.
Replace both pools, but with some new features as well
Build new and improved pools each
Operate both as they are then provide free transport to the YMCA, the aquatic center that already
exists.
If only replacing pools ‐ replace in both cities
Keep a pool in Fort Pierre
Fort Pierre keeps their own pool and fix when needed
Fort Pierre needs a pool to keep the kids out of the river and if they want to add new features, that
would be great.
Most kids can walk to the Fort Pierre pool. In Pierre they couldn't ‐ what else do we have for the little
ones.
Keep Fort Pierre’s running, it is used a lot by groups of kids and kids going to camps besides individuals:
Let Pierre decide what is best for them
Continue to operate Fort Pierre and consider a joint pool in addition
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Wait then Build a Joint Pool
Make the minimal repairs to get by for the next 5 years, then build a new pool in the existing location,
possibly with a few new features (Fort Pierre)
Operate both pools as long as possible, then combine
Use both pools until they are inoperable, then go with option 3. This will also bring people from out of
town if you include an awesome water park too.
Keep Fort Pierre pool open until it is too costly ‐ then look at joining with Pierre

Use the Aquatic Center
Find a way to utilize the aquatic center facility with an outdoor expansion to subsidize to families in
need to use existing facilities.
More utility with an aquatic center
Coop with Private Enterprise
Coop with private enterprise on water park
A private/public partnership with a private entity putting up the cash and public entities providing land,
maintenance, services, utilities, etc. Private provides life guards, trains, and pool vendors: split profits.
Each City has its own pool and does a Joint Water park
Both cities do outdoor pool and joint water park
Fix both pools and build a water park
Replace Pierre Pool only
Fort Pierre does not have the money to build a new pool ‐ or in my opinion to share costs of a joint
project, there are not enough citizens to warrant this. We go to Pierre for work, shopping, eating … we
can go to Pierre to swim.
Miscellaneous Comments
Why should they cost so much
Swim like a fish in the river
Think outside the box. The river beaches provide many opportunities. Forget the fancy slides etc.
Unsure
None of the above
Need more info on location, etc.
Be self‐sufficient
Depends on location
We do not use the pool
Stay within our budget
Am open to discussion
Unsure, would like info on what the cost to me would be.
Would depend on what all is included with the water park
Leave the communities alone to do what they want. Not what a task force selfishly wants for their own
benefit. The joint option just steals Fort Pierre’s recreation from children who will have no way of
getting to the Pierre site.

B 2.9
Option 3 plus keep Fort Pierre pool going as long as possible.
The City of Fort Pierre should not over‐extend by getting involved in a joint project. Pierre overspends
their budget. We should not join them. Plan over the next 7 years to save and invest our money on Fort
Pierre.
Option 3 is best, but must be located in an area that can be readily accessible to out of town travelers.
If building a big water park ‐ share costs.
If one can't come within 1.5 to 2 million to estimate repairs or replacement repairs, look at new and
different options.
Could build a water park area in Teton development
I like the 2 pools unless the water park is big enough to accommodate all the kids.

Question 97: If an outdoor pool/waterpark facility is built, I would prefer the facility to be
located at:

Potential Location of Outdoor Pool/Waterpark
140
120

133
113

100
80
60

108

96
71

60

50

42

40

37
24

20

17
4

0

Free Responses
Other Fort Pierre Locations
South of Holiday Inn
Sale Barn
By the American Inn
West end of the bridge
My house

Fairgrounds
By Moose Lodge
By the Moose Club
Coop with new go‐kart track

Other Pierre Locations
Any of the suggested locations that would be the most cost effective.
Unknown
YMCA

4

3
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B3: Utility Services
Question 16: In general, I am satisfied with the reliability of services provided by the Fort
Pierre Electric Department.
Electric Department Services are Reliable
N=400
8%

2% 2%

10%

Strongly Agree

10%

Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

68%

Question 17: In general, I am satisfied with the city rates for electricity.
City Electric Rates are Acceptable
N=400
6%

2% 4%
Strongly Agree
Agree

17%

Neither
Disagree
51%

Strongly Disagree

20%
Don't Know/Unsure

B 3.2

Question 18: In general, I am satisfied with the quality of services provided by the Fort Pierre
Water Department.
Quality of Water Service Provision is Satisfactory
N=393
6% 1% 6%
Strongly Agree

11%

Agree
Neither

13%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
63%

Don't Know/Unsure

Question 19: In general, I am satisfied with the city rates for water.
City Water Rates are Acceptable
N=396
3% 3%

5%
Strongly Agree

12%

Agree
Neither
Disagree

18%
59%

Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

B 3.3

Question 20: I like the drinking water the way it is.
Satisfied with Drinking Water Quality
2%
17%

N=397
12%
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither
33%

22%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

14%

Question 21: The City of Fort Pierre should purchase water from a local rural water system.
City Should Purchase Water from Local Rural
Water System
N=395
9%

9%
Strongly Agree
16%

19%

Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

23%
24%

Don't Know/Unsure

B 3.4

Question 22: I would support the City of Fort Pierre constructing a new water treatment plant
to address the issue of water quality.
Support New Water Plant Construction
N=398
5%

7%
Strongly Agree

13%

Agree
33%

Neither
Disagree

22%

Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure
20%

Question 23: I would support the City of Fort Pierre constructing a new water treatment plant
to address the issue of water quality even if it meant an increase in what I pay for water.
Support New Water Plant Construction with
Increase in Taxes / Rates
N=398
5%

4%
Strongly Agree

20%

23%

Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

18%
30%

Don't Know/Unsure
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Question 24: I am satisfied with the quality of drinking water provided by the Fort Pierre
Water Department.
Satisfied with Fort Pierre Drinking Water Quality
N=397

14%

2%

11%
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither

22%

37%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

14%

Question 25: I would consider installing energy efficient electrical fixtures, lighting, and
equipment if the City of Fort Pierre provided cash incentives.
Consider Installing Energy Efficient Electric Fixtures
with Cash Incentives
N=398
3% 4%

15%

14%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither
Disagree

19%

Strongly Disagree
45%

Don’t Know/Unsure
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Question 26: I would consider installing energy efficient electrical fixtures, lighting, and
equipment if the City of Fort Pierre did not provided cash incentives.
Consider Installing Energy Efficient Electric Fixtures
without Cash Incentives
2% 6%

N=399

6%

Strongly Agree
15%

Agree
Neither
43%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

28%

Don't Know/Unsure

Question 27: I would consider installing a load management system if the City of Fort Pierre
provided a cash incentive for installing one.
Consider Installing Load Management System with
Cash Incentives
N=399
9%

11%

Strongly Agree

5%

Agree
31%

22%

Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

22%

B 3.7

Question 28: I would consider installing a load management system if the City of Fort Pierre
did not provide a cash incentive for installing one.
Consider Installing Load Management System
without Cash Incentives
N=400
11%

1%

18%

10%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither
Disagree

27%
33%

Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

B 4.1

B4: Government Collaboration
Question 71: The long term viability of Fort Pierre may require consolidation of services with
nearby communities or counties.
Long Term Viability Requires Consolidation of
Services
N=397
11%

12%

Strongly Agree

12%

Agree
Neither
Disagree

34%

15%

Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure
16%

Question 98: If Fort Pierre was to enter into additional collaborations with Pierre, which areas
do you feel would be most important?

Prime Collaboration Opportunities with Pierre
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

127

116
95

89

79

72

63

54

51

47

41

36

34

30

27

14
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Other Responses
Police
Court House
Law enforcement
Transportation, snow removal, etc.
All of the above
Merge it all
Dog Catcher
Animal control

If the 2 cities combine services, eventually
Pierre will close Fort Pierre
County government
City government
I think it’s okay now
All municipal services
Combining county courthouse services i.e.

Question 99: If Fort Pierre was to enter into additional collaborations with Stanley County,
which areas do you feel would be most important?
Prime Collaboration Opportunities with Stanley County
140
124
120
103
100

97
82

80

77

76

73
60

60

54

51
41

40

40
30

29
17

20

10

0

Other responses
Police
All of the above
Dog catcher
Stanley‐Hughes Merge

We should already be doing this
None, as Stanley County doesn't seem to involve
itself with anything.
I really don't see where this applies

B 5.1

B5: Accessibility
Question 1: I am satisfied with the information on Fort Pierre’s webpage.
Information on Fort Pierre's Website is Satisfactory
N=380
4%
Strongly Agree
Agree

27%
42%

Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure
19%

2% 6%

Question 75: Which of the following do you use most often when seeking information on
local government?
Where people seek Government Information
200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

189

42

40

35

32

21

8

6

Other Responses
Internet
Email news
Internet, email, my daily news
Newspaper website
Media websites

My daily news
Local contacts
Local radio stations
Phone, personal visit and website equally

B 5.2

Question 76: If City Council meetings were available on the city’s webpage for viewing, would
you be much more likely, somewhat more likely, about the same, less likely, or much less
likely to watch the meetings than before?
Likelihood of Viewing Web‐Hosted City Council
Meetings
N=394
7%

6%

20%

Much more likely
Somewhat more likely
About the same
Less likely

38%
29%

Much less likely

Question 77: If City Council made council meetings more accessible, which of the following
methods would you most prefer?
Preferrable method for Access to City Council
meetings
7%

5%

N=377
Local Cable Access

7%

Webcast
Radio
12%

Both
Other
69%

Other Responses
Newspaper (x4)
Attend meetings
People need to come to meetings, they are held in
the evening
I believe everyone should attend the meetings if they
have input they want to present to the council
They are accessible

None (x3)
None of the above (x2)
Paper
Doesn't matter
To be there
Not TV, Radio, or Webcast (In person)
Okay as is.

B 5.3

Question 78: How often would you say that you visit the City of Fort Pierre website?
Frequency of visting the City of Fort Pierre
Website
1%

4%

N=393
20%

Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Yearly

59%
16%

Never

Question 79: How often would you say that you visit the City of Pierre website?
Frequency of visting the City of Pierre Website
N=393
0%

3%
15%
Daily
Weekly
Monthly
18%

64%

Yearly
Never

Question 80: How often would you say that you attend Fort Pierre City Council Meetings?
Attendance of Fort Pierre City Council Meetings
N=395
1%

1%

12%
Very Often
Often
Sometimes

52%
34%

Rarely
Never

B 5.4

Question 81: How often would you say that you attend Fort Pierre City Council Meetings?
Attendance of Fort Pierre public meetings
N=396
2% 4%
Very Often
24%

41%

Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

29%

B 6.1

B6: Economy
Question 4: In general, I am hopeful about Fort Pierre’s economic future.

Hopeful about Fort Pierre's Economic Future
N=399

1%

2%

3%

18%

9%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

67%

Question 5: In general, I am hopeful about the region’s future.
Hopeful about Future of Region
7%

0%
1%

N=400

3%
17%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

72%

B 6.2

Question 6: In general, homes in Fort Pierre are affordable.
Fort Pierre Homes are Affordable
N=403
5%

6%

4%
Strongly Agree
Agree

15%

Neither
Disagree
52%
Strongly Disagree
18%

Don't Know/Unsure

Question 7: In general, rent in Fort Pierre is affordable.
Fort Pierre Rent is Affordable
N=401

3%

Strongly Agree
31%
32%

Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

5%

Don't Know/Unsure

9%

20%

Question 8: In general, I am satisfied with the appearance of Fort Pierre’s downtown area.
Satisfied with Downtown Appearance
N=403
1%

2%
12%

Strongly Agree
Agree

32%
12%

Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

41%

B 6.3

Question 9: In general, I am satisfied with the number and quality of businesses downtown.
Satisfied with Number/Quality of Businesses
N=404
2%

0%

10%
11%

Strongly Agree
Agree

38%

Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
39%

Don't Know/Unsure

Question 10: I believe further development of Fort Pierre’s downtown area is necessary.
Further Downtown Development is Necessary
N=402
5% 1% 2%
8%

Strongly Agree
29%

Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

55%

B 6.4

Question 11: I am satisfied with the overall performance of the Fort Pierre Development
Corporation.
Satisfied with Fort Pierre Development
Corporation
N=400
4%

6%

8%

Strongly Agree

10%

Agree
Neither
45%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

27%

Don't Know/Unsure

Question 12: Tax breaks should be offered to businesses to encourage them to establish and
maintain their businesses in Fort Pierre.
Business Tax Breaks Should be Offered
N=399
7%

4%

9%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither

22%

Disagree
41%
17%

Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

B 6.5

Question 13: Up‐front cash incentives should be offered to businesses to encourage them to
establish and maintain their businesses in Fort Pierre.
Up‐Front Cash Incentives Should be Offered to
Businesses
5%

N=398

3%

16%

19%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither
Disagree

22%

Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

35%

Question 14: Tax breaks should be offered to owners of housing developments to encourage
the building of more affordable housing in Fort Pierre.
City should Offer Tax Breaks for Affordable
Housing Developments
4%

N=398

6%

15%

Strongly Agree
26%

Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

31%

Don't Know/Unsure
18%

B 6.6

Question 15: The City of Fort Pierre should pursue levying an occupancy tax.
Should Pursue Levying an Occupancy Tax
N=398
6%

6%

12%
Strongly Agree
Agree

16%
Neither
Disagree
40%

Strongly Disagree

20%

Don't Know/Unsure

Question 82: People have many thoughts about the best way for the Fort Pierre Development
Corporation to move forward. What do you believe this department should be most
concerned with?
Fort Pierre Development Corporation Concerns
300
252
250
200
150
100
50
0

219
158
132
85

69
33

20
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Other Responses
Clean‐up/fix the Town
Clean up residential areas
Clean up the town
Clean up the town ‐ remove junk, cars, enforce laws
related to trash etc. sweep side walk!
Clean up unsightly buildings and properties
Clean up ‐ force people to clean up their junk, get rid
of dumpy looking houses
Clean up town
Clean up Main Street
Duffy owns most of downtown ‐ why can't they fix it
up?
Fix up old buildings
Non‐Industrial

Work cooperatively with Pierre
Waterfront up, bad river
Dredge the bad river mouth
Should have built the Hustan project with a
large civic center and a sports arena.
Housing redevelopment
Encourage current businesses to improve their
businesses and buildings
Well‐Paying jobs
Less police officers
Keep the railroad from going through our town
with coal trains
This is still a cowboy town

B 7.1

B7: Promoting Fort Pierre
Question 2: The City of Fort Pierre should fund a promotional campaign.
Should fund Promotional Campaign
N=396
6%

6%
Strongly Agree

10%

Agree
33%

16%

Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

29%

Question 3: I would support a Fort Pierre promotional campaign even if it meant an increase
in taxes.
Support Fort Pierre Promotional Campaign with
Increase in Taxes
N=393
5%

4%
Strongly Agree

17%

Agree
30%

Neither
15%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

29%

B 8.1

B8: Community Issues
Question 29: If my waste hauler provided recycling services, I would recycle more than I do
now.
Waste Hauler Provided Recycling Services would
Increase Recycling
N=400
8%

3% 3%

Strongly Agree

19%

Agree
Neither

17%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

50%

Question 30: The City of Fort Pierre should be concerned about recycling.
City Should be Concerned with Recycling
N=394
1%

4%

6%

25%

Strongly Agree
Agree

14%

Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
50%

Don’t Know/Unsure

B 8.2

Question 85: If you recycle, what items do you recycle?
Materials Commonly Recycled
250

209

200
139

150

131
104

100

96

77
51

50
0

Question 86: How often would you say that you recycle?
How Often Residents Recycle
N=397
2%

Weekly
24%

26%

Twice per Month
Once per Month
Once every few Months

11%

6%

One a Year
Never

16%

15%

Other

B 8.3

Question 87: How often would you say that you use the City of Fort Pierre’s drop‐off recycling
bins?
How Often Residents Use Fort Pierre's drop‐off
recycling bins
N=395
3%

6%

Weekly

7%
9%

Twice per Month
Once per Month
Once every few Months

14%

53%

Once a Year
Never

8%

Other

Question 84: How do you currently dispose of your household trash?
Trash Disposal Methods
1%

N=394

3%

20%

I have a Contract with a
Private Waste Hauler
My Landlord provides a
Dumpster
Don't Know/Unsure
Other
76%

Other Responses
Take it to a landfill myself
Townhome pays for collection
Rent an apartment
Contract Hauler
Children take it
Have a farm pickup
We take it to the consolidation station in Pierre
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Question 31: I would like the City of Fort Pierre to continue the annual city‐wide clean‐up
week.
Continue the Annual City‐wide Clean‐up Week
3%

2%

1%

N=400
1%
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither

36%
57%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

Question 46: The resources at Rawlins Municipal Library are adequate.
Rawlins Municipal Library Resources are Adequate
N=401
9%
21%
Strongly Agree
Agree
2%

Neither

5%

Disagree
45%

18%

Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

Question 47: If you answered ‘Disagree’ or ‘Strongly Disagree’ to the previous statement, in
the box to the right, please describe what additional resources you would like to see.
Accessibility to Fort Pierre Residents
It costs Fort Pierre residents for a card. It should be free to us.
Fort Pierre residents are charged for use of the library.
Remove all of fees to Stanley County residents
Do not have card as there is only a few for Fort Pierre residents
Can Fort Pierre people use Rawlins?
Better access to it, feels like they don't want Fort Pierre at their library
More free access to Fort Pierre residents, Fort Pierre residents should not have to pay a few to use a
library system supported by taxpayers.
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The change in cost for Stanley County residents makes it unaffordable for most. We no longer use it.
A Library in Fort Pierre
Confused as to if Stanley County/Fort Pierre residents are eligible for free access to Rawlins.
Fort Pierre should subsidize their citizens for library access.
Building and Resource Issues
Air conditioning
Air conditioning
More space, more computers, larger inventory
Immediate access to current books (noise issue) research support
Greater assortment of audio CD's
More resources, needs to be updated, needs to be a safe place for kids
Provide more children opportunities.
More reference materials for students.
There should be more materials available for school age children
Resources are adequate
Don't have enough of a budget to keep up with new titles
Non‐usage of Library
Don't use it very much
Never use the Library
Do not use
Don't use
We do not use the Library
Miscellaneous Comments
State Library back
Miss the access to the State Library.
Nothing
Wouldn't know, they don't allow blacks, oops I meant people from Fort Pierre into they're library

Question 48: I am satisfied with the size of the Rawlins Municipal Library building.
Satisfied with Size of Rawlins Municipal Library
Building
N=391
20%

8%
Strongly Agree
Agree

0%
4%

Neither
Disagree

18%

50%

Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure
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Question 88: How often would you say that you use Rawlins Municipal Library?
How Often Residents use Rawlins Municipal
Library
3% 4%

7%

N=390
Weekly
9%

Twice per Month
Once per Month

42%

Once every few Months
Once a Year

22%

Never
Other

13%

Question 72: Why do you live in Fort Pierre?
Reasons people live in Fort Pierre
250

234

200
150
100
50
0

118

113

106
74

72

57

39

34

29

16

6
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Other Responses
River Access
The River (x8)
Home on the river (x5)
Wanted to live on the river, bought a lot in Marion
Garden.

Hometown/Tradition
Hometown
Has been home for over 50 years
Raised here

Housing
Home is here, can't afford to move
It’s where we found a lot for our mobile home
Location of housing
Lot location where we built our house
Available housing when moved here
Own a home here
Lack of desirable and available apartments in Pierre
Housing Costs
Buying my house here
Housing Development/Canal
Friends had a nice place to rent

Miscellaneous Comments
Business Owner
Quality of development
Neighbors are great
Its west river
Married a local girl
More relaxing
View of Pierre
Location
Can’t afford to move
Less walking
Retired Here

Question 73: What, if anything, would cause you to leave the City of Fort Pierre?

Reasons to Leave Fort Pierre
250

229

211

200
150
100
50
0

133

116
91

84
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Question 74: What do you find most appealing living in Fort Pierre?

Most Appealing Aspect of Fort Pierre
300

257

250
200
150

156
125

100

122

101
59

50

45

29

19

18

13

0

River
The river and my location to it. (x6)
Housing on the river
Access to water at my home

Housing
Location of housing
Availability of housing
Location of our home

Family
Family (x3)

Miscellaneous Comments
The people
Job transfer
Central location
4th of July – can use good fireworks
Less walking

Hometown/Tradition
Home for over 50 years
I have lived in Pierre/Fort Pierre my entire life ‐ like the
area, river, size of town.
Lived here for 33 years
Always lived here
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Question 49: In general, I am satisfied with the park and recreational options available in Fort
Pierre.
Satisfied with Park and Rec Options
N=394
4%

8%

11%
Strongly Agree

11%

Agree
Neither
Disagree

13%

Strongly Disagree
53%

Don't Know/Unsure

Question 50: If you disagree, please offer a suggestion for improvement in the box to the
right:
Water park/Pool issues
A water park or large outdoor pool (x2)
New pool

We need a new, larger swimming pool
Better swimming
Combine with Pierre swimming pool

Facility Specific Needs/Comments
Tennis courts
Frisbee golf course (x2)
Softball complex (x2)
Baseball (x2)
Ball fields
Soccer (x3)
Wellness center
Race track
Horseshoes
I would love to see a zero‐entry pool with a water park
type feature.
Fort Pierre needs another park with benches to sit on,
not just tables
Dislike that no walking trail exists in front of the river
front homes in Fort Pierre
Park on the west side of town with athletic equipment

We need improved fishing
Need more public river side recreation areas
in downtown area.
Better river boat access in Marina
Park in Marion garden, or Acres Area
Waste cans along the walking path
I wish there was park benches next to the Lilly
playground. It is a very nice park.
Improve fields
Better playground equipment
Need more productive activities at youth
center
Skateboard park, Basketball hoops, and baby
swings
Family center area and youth center are both
jokes.

Insufficient amount of Parks
More parks
More park areas needed
Not many park options

Park on the west side of town would be nice.
We need to have larger more friendly parks
More park facilities
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We have 1 park and I don’t really like water, there is
nothing else
The only park is right by water, not safe without
parental supervision.
Nothing is located north of the new interchange. Fort
Pierre needs to invest in a park system located other
than in Lilly Park or City Park. The large tax base resides
north of town and that is where the investment is
needed.
Maintenance Issues
Need more maintenance
Work on upkeep.
Need more of them ‐ clean up the trailer homes
Clean up, modernize facilities
Boat dock in Fort Pierre, needs holes repaired and
paved for the residents and visitors that use the dock
Age Specific Complaints
Need something that can involve toddlers and small
children.
There is nothing for the older kids to do, except party
and get into trouble in both towns; we need to make
more activity for the high school age of kids
Need more for junior high and high school kids
More activities for children

More park development for the newer areas
of town.
More recreation facilities are needed ‐
especially for the youth
Fort Pierre really does not have a city park ‐
they have items at Lily Park ‐ or the school ‐
they have a lot of funds available to do so.

Campground is a weed patch.
Need to clean up the Bad River at the docking
for better boating, fishing, etc. Looks very
nasty, and is smelly.

Structured classes for children with quality
teachers
Nothing to do if you are a young adult but go to
the bars and drink same for adults ‐ if you don't
like all that you should just stay at home
Work with school to improve recess area
Park for children to play in

Miscellaneous Comments
Need to get rid of garbage; trailer houses ‐ need to clean up Fort Pierre; make it look nicer
I didn't know Fort Pierre had a park
No children
There are none
Too much drinking in the park (we have only one) could be better maintained.
Poor questions ‐ should separate facilities from programs
I am offended by the monopoly of the Expo Center every winter by hockey. There are other activities
that could be offered during the winter, but hockey rules the roost. Giving the ice rink to hockey was a
total political sell‐out to rich people from Pierre and it should be changed. Public skating at the Expo rink
is a joke. It is cancelled at least 1/3 of the time for ‐‐you guessed it ‐‐hockey. Plus, the hockey association
is supposed to monitor public skating, which is another joke. Public skating is not safe, especially for
little kids.
Mosquitoes are really plentiful
Make them more affordable, more of a set schedule
Needs more different parts of town
City park is not used by the public.
Don't know anything about them ‐ have had no experience with them ‐ so can't respond
Don't use. I wonder why we have a park in the prime commercial area.
Rates
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Not really of Pierre, so much for summer recreation
Fishing access via vehicle
In hindsight all housing developments should be required to set aside "x" number of acres for public
parks that meet certain standards.
What are there? YC is terrible…
Enforce of leash laws for dog owners would only improve the quality.
Combine city recreation department with Pierre, make boat docks prettier ‐ like Lilly Park, and
Should be more affordable
Recreation in the park is non‐existent and the youth center is questionable

Question 51: I am satisfied with the park and recreational opportunities for young children in
Fort Pierre.
Satisfied with Park and Rec options for Children
N=396
17%

7%

Strongly Agree
Agree

3%

Neither

12%

Disagree
46%

Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

15%

Question 52: I am satisfied with the park and recreational opportunities for young adults in
Fort Pierre.
Satisfied with Park and Rec options for Young
Adults
N=396
17%

4%

Strongly Agree
37%

5%

Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

21%

Don't Know/Unsure
16%
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Question 53: I am satisfied with the park and recreational opportunities for adults in Fort
Pierre.
Satisfied with Park and Rec options for Adults
N=396
11%

5%

4%

Strongly Agree
Agree

15%

Neither
45%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

20%

Question 54: I am satisfied with the park and recreational opportunities for senior citizens in
Fort Pierre.
Satisfied with Park and Rec options for Senior
Citizens
N=396
19%

Strongly Agree

5%

Agree
3%

Neither
39%

12%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

22%

Don't Know/Unsure
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Question 55: I would like to see more recreational development along the river.
More Recreational Development Along the River
N=376
5% 5%

18%

Strongly Agree

9%

Agree
Neither
18%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

45%

Question 94: How often would you say that you use Fort Pierre’s Park and Recreational
services?
Fort Pierre Park and Rec Usage
N=398

15%

3%

18%

Weekly
Twice per Month
8%

Once per Month
Once every few Months

22%

10%

Once a Year
Never

24%

Other
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Question 95: How often would you say that you use Pierre’s Park and Recreation services?
Pierre Park and Rec Usage
N=398
3%

11%

Weekly

17%
10%

Twice per Month
Once per Month
Once every few Months

10%
23%

Once a Year
Never
Other

26%
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B9: Law Enforcement and Safety
Question 32: Stanley County Law Enforcement provides high‐quality law enforcement
services for Fort Pierre residents.
Law Enforcement Provides High Quality Services
N=401
4% 3%

12%

Strongly Agree

14%

Agree
Neither
Disagree

16%

Strongly Disagree
51%

Don't Know/Unsure

Question 33: Stanley County Law Enforcement is effective at keeping me safe.
Law Enforcement Effectively Ensures Safety
N=400

8%

3%

2%

13%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither

19%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
55%

Don't Know/Unsure
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Question 34: The Volunteer Fire Department serving Fort Pierre provides high‐quality services
for Fort Pierre residents.
Volunteer Fire Department Provides high Quality
Services
1%

3%

1%

N=400
Strongly Agree

40%

Agree
Neither
Disagree

55%

Don't Know/Unsure

Question 35: Fort Pierre’s Volunteer Fire Department is effective at keeping me safe.
Volunteer Fire Department Ensures Safety
1%
5%

N=401

0%
1%

Strongly Agree
39%

Agree
Neither
Disagree

54%

Strongly Disgaree
Don’t Know/Unsure
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Question 36: Fort Pierre is a safe place for children.
Fort Pierre is a Safe Place for Children
N=400
3%

0%

2%

8%

23%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

64%

Question 37: I feel safe in Fort Pierre.
Fort Pierre is Safe
6%

1%

1%

N=401
28%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither
Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

64%
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B10: Transportation
Question 38: The Pierre Regional Airport flight schedules are convenient.
Airport Flight Schedules are Convenient
N=400
Strongly Agree

1%
23%
29%

Agree
Neither

4%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

19%

Don't Know/Unsure

24%

Question 39: In general, flights at the Pierre Regional Airport are affordable.
Airport Flights are Affordable
N=400
1%
22%

17%
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither

10%
24%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

26%
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Question 40: The type of aircraft used at the Pierre Regional Airport suits my needs.
Types of Aircraft Suit Citizen Needs
N=400
1%
36%

23%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither

4%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

13%

Don't Know/Unsure
23%

Question 41: In general, the Pierre Regional Airport terminal is comfortable.
Airport Terminal is Comfortable
N=398
19%

1%

Strongly Agree
Agree

5%

Neither

9%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
47%

19%

Don't Know/Unsure

Question 42: I feel safe flying from the Pierre Regional Airport.
Flying from Pierre is Safe
N=400
19%

5%
Strongly Agree
Agree

1%
5%

Neither
Disagree
52%

18%

Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure
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Question 89: How often would you say that you use the Pierre Regional Airport?
Frequency of Pierre Airport Usage
N=394
0% 0% 3%
Daily
26%

Weekly

39%

Monthly
Yearly
A few times a Year
Never
32%

Question 91: For what reason do you most often take flights out of the Pierre Regional
Airport.
Reasons for Flying out of Pierre Airport
N=386
6%
24%

Business
Personal

32%

I do not use the Pierre Regional
Airport
Other
38%

Other Responses
Both Reasons
Business and personal
Both business and personal
Business more, personal somewhat

Health Reasons
Health at Mayo
Medical
Healthcare

Don’t Fly/Don’t Use/Rarely
I do not fly (x2)
Rarely
We do not fly
Never had to fly out of Pierre
No occasion for use
Have not used airports for many years
Need one trip in 22 years

Miscellaneous Comments
Go to 2nd home in Arizona
Vacation
I work at the airport
Fun
This question makes no sense to me
None
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Question 43: In general, the River Cities Transit schedules are convenient.
River Cities Transit Schedules are Convenient
N=401
9%
Strongly Agree

28%

Agree
Neither
2%
4%

42%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Don't Know/Unsure

15%

Question 44: In general, River Cities Transit fares are affordable.
River Cities Transit Fares are Affordable
N=401

24%

11%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither

1%
2%
11%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
51%

Don't Know/Unsure
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Question 45: I feel safe riding on the River Cities Transit system.
Riding the River Cities Transit System is Safe
N=400
9%

Strongly Agree

28%

Agree
Neither

1%

Disagree

3%

46%

Strongly Disagree

13%

Don't Know/Unsure

Question 90: How often would you say that you use the River Cities Transit system?
River Cities Transit System Usage
N=393
2% 6%
Daily

11%

Weekly
7%

48%

Monthly
Yearly
A few times a Year
Never

26%

Question 92: For what reason do you most often use the River Cities Transit system.
Reasons for using River Cities Transit System
N=379
4% 3%

Business
Personal
43%

50%

I do not use the River Cities
Transit System
Other
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Other Responses
Transport Children
Transport my children (x2)
Transport my children to activities and home from
school
To get my kids home from school
Transport Children from School
Daughter from School to YMCA

Transport from Bars
Bars
After bars close
Miscellaneous Comments
Safe and easy way to get home
As of today, I have not had the need
Work

Question 93: When would you say that you most often use the River Cities Transit system?
Time of Usage of the River Cities Transit System
N=201
14%
Morning
14%

44%

Afternoon
Evening
Late Night

28%
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B11: Additional Comments
I thought that was about Fort Pierre. I notice there is no mention of the smell of human waste when the
south wind blows. The FTP economic Development Company must have lost their sense of smell.
I would love to see this town continue to keep growing to its potential.
I would like to see some data or research presented for the need of an ordinance or ordinance
amendment. Especially in the case of a parking ordinance when the public is told the reason behind it is
because the streets are deteriorating because the city is not getting the complete street swept every
week. Sounds like someone has got an agenda to me with no research or data available to back this
claim up.
Thanks for hearing our voice in doing this survey.
Sam is doing a good job.
This was really cool, thanks, sorry for all the jokes, couldn't resist
Lots of boilerplate and leading questions in this survey.
Hi :)
What about comments for Fort Pierre administrators?
Worked on Pierre for 43 years before retirement to feel like Pierre as well as Fort Pierre are home to
me, do reside in Fort Pierre.
Any joint ventures have a clause not to increase fees for Stanley County residents.
Need Younger Mayor.
Fort Pierre has no fireworks laws (of consequence) and the 4th of July is a hazard to the community.
Need to re‐interest former residents in this area though class reunions etc. Many are successful.
Don't know much about Pierre
New businesses should be located near houses where noise, trash, rodents, lights, car doors disturb
their family living.
If you really want accurate answers, tell citizens how much taxes would be raised for each and every
idea. You know most people would not be willing to pay it if they knew the cost. Alas, politicians and city
staff are empire builders – let the infrastructure crumble while spending tax dollars on private
developments. Your survey demonstrates they can buy the answers they want – while spending our tax
dollars.
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Good job campaigning to prevent underage drinking
Live within your means ‐ taxpayers can't afford you.
I do not object to taxes.
Discourage attitude of some that Stanley County and Fort Pierre are somehow sub‐standard and that
Pierre knows what is best for us. We provide a lot of your sales tax income.
Follow covenants as they have been approved; too many exceptions.
Why not work to make Fort Pierre the best it can be using our own ideas and resources?
There appears to be one gentleman running Fort Pierre government, and he is not an elected official.
The elected officials need to take back their authority and not let one person's individual issues color the
decision‐making process.
Interesting survey, lots of questions for the future that will raise our taxes. If taxes are going to be
raised, then how about doing something for those of us that have been paying property taxes in Fort
Pierre for over 30 years?
Lastly, stop being a paper tiger. Nothing enforced.
I (we) could not find reference to this survey on either cities webpage. I would think if it is important it
should be major area on home page.
There were no questions about streets; quality of snow removal; how local law enforcement deals with
complaints; how the city does not respond to complaints; or the present city administration's arrogant
attitude.
Making Rawlins Library more accessible to Fort Pierre/Stanley County citizens and race relations in Fort
Pierre ‐‐ the race issue is there and it is real and it needs to addressed, not just approached with a "head
in the sand" attitude.
Didn't know there was a recycle drop off in Fort Pierre.
But mostly, the city needs to take a hard look at what they do and why. They need not be everything to
everyone.
I appreciate this opportunity; however, it is very narrow.
It appears that there is little direction and accountability for city staff. I think the public should know the
details of the workings...i.e. ISSUES: Work programs and priorities matching staff needs. Measures to
tell how things are going and reports on accountability. Equipment use data that shows why pieces of
equipment are needed and how much they are used, matched with work program and priorities. Justify
staff and equipment.

